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T I-IE January number of the Medical Quarterly lias been delayedto give its readers a full account of the opening of the new
Medical Laboratories.

* * *

In reviewing the results of the last municipal elections, it can
be readily seen that members of the medical profession are taking
an active interest in civic governinent. This is as it should be, be-
cause every physician and surgeon should possess the education, tact
and acquaintance with the interests and needs of his locality which
are necessary qualities for a municipal representative. He should
also be willing to sacrifice sufficient of his spare time for the good
cf his nunicipality and, by doing so, gain an experience amply
remunerative for his sacrifice.

* * *

In the last num'ber of the Medical Quarterly a criticism was
made on the water supply of the military camps. There may be
nany faults in the present system but a short summary of a fewradical changes in the Department rendered during the last few
years may prove interesting and satisfy the people at large that the
Medical Department of the militia is aiive to its responsibility.

First, a fully organized Medical Corps has been formed and
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divided into a number of Field Ambulance, each one subdivided into
a Hospital, Bearer and Transport section, and ready at any time for
active service. Each unit has a very serviceable equipment in tents,
ambulances, wagons, instruments, medical su, ' *es, and a splendid
acetylene apparatus for light. One wonders now how the old ar-
rangement with a principal medical officer, regimental surgeons and
a makeshift hospital was endured for any length of time. The
Department also allows a reasonable expenditure for necessary
medical supplies not contained in the regulation list.

Secondly, an examination of all camp water is made from time
to time, but the supply and the source has often been changed owing
to the contract system in vogue, which is largely operated by poli-
tical pull, and to this the greatest amount of the dissatisfaction is
largely due.

Thirdly. one needs only to visit the camps to see the greatest
care exercised in caring for the sanitary conditions of the camps.

Lastly, a statistical report of the medical conditions and a list
cf diseases at cach camp is published, by which a most useful com-
parison can be made of each camp.

Such are a few changes noted .during the last few years, suffi-
cient to show that the Medical Department is keeping stride with the
best. The Medical Department is stimulated to greater usefulness
and a keener endeavour to meet their responsibility in preserving the
healthiest condition for the men in the service.

* * *

A most important step has been taken by the Faculty in the
adoption of a five year curriculum based on the regulations of the
Ontario Medical Council. This means that students beginning the
study of medicine in September, 1908, and thereafter will require
five years' study for the degrees of M.D. and C.M. At the end of
four years the degree of M.B. will be available to those who com-
plete the four years course as it now stands. For the fifth year
there wili be three optional courses of study. The full year may be
spent as House Surgeon in a Hospital; or six months inay be spent
with a qualified practitioner and six months attending clinics at a
Hospital; or six months with a practitioner and six months in a
medical school.

To secure proper supervision it is proposed that the fifth year
students inform the Secretary of the Faculty how the year is being
spent and that the certificate presented at the end of the fifth year
must be accompanied by a declaration as to the work done.
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The examinations at the end of the fifth year will be clinical

and practical.
The advantages to the student from the proposed regulations

are, (1) supervision by the Faculty of the fifth year studies already
required'by the Council; (2) no material inc'rease in the cost of the
whole course; (3) the degree of M.B. will be available for those
who propose to secure a license to practice from an examining body
exacting only a four years course.

Further details will appear in the forthcoming Calendar.

O N January 14th, 1908, the new Medical Laboratory was for-
rmally opened for inspection and dedication to the study of

particular subjects. The Faculty were fortunate in the choice of the
briglht day and the choice of a galaxy of brilliant and renowned men
who extended to Queen's greetings and good feelings from other
Universities.

The building is one of the most beautiful and when completed
will be the most complete and artistic in its furnishing of-all erected
on Queen's campus. 'Dean Connell paid a well-earned compliment
to the architect, the builder and the company who supplied the fur-
nishings. Visitors to Convocation will be well repaid by a visit
within its walls. If all grants from the Whitney Government are as
well expended, the-people of Ontario may well entrust to them the
guardianship of the public money chests.

The addresses were so excellent, and so thoroughly enjoyed, that
the delay in the issue of this number of the Quarterly will be forgiven
and forgotten in the pleasure of reading them as contained herein.
Owing to the illness of the Chancellor, Sir Sandford Fleming, Prin-
cipal Gordon occupied the chair. After Rev. Dr. Macgillivray offered
the dedicatory prayer, Dean Connell made the folloiwing address:

DEAN CONNELL'S ADDRESS.

T IE exercises in which we are engaged to-day form an incident
in the history of the medical faculty of the greatest importance

to the university and the community.
Even in a progressive institution the changes come slowly and

the pace may not be perceived by those most concerned except upon
occasions such as the present which serve as landmarks in its evoln-
tion.
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You will permit me to refer briefly to the events of importance
in the life of the school. In 1855 the first class graduated. In 1858,
just fifty years ago, the old medical building was erected. In '66 the
Faculty left the University and abandoned the building, but con-
tinued its existence und'er the charter of the Royal College. In 1880
it returned to its own building. In '92 it again became a Faculty of
the University. Then in 1901 a considerable addition was made to
the old building.

That the school passed safely through the perils of its first fifty
years was due to the self-sacrifice and devotion of the past genera-
tion of gentlemen composing the medical profession of this city. It
seems most fitting that I should recall to-day the names of these
gentlemen, once familiar and much loved in sick room and college
hall, now for the most part long forgotten: John R. Dickson, John
Stewart, Horatio Yates, Octavius Yates, M. Lavell, Thomas R.
Dupuis, C. A. Irwin, A. S. Oliver, W. H. Henderson, H. J. Saun-
ders, K. N. Fenwick, Fife Fowler, John Herald.

One other name I mention, the name of one who is still with us,
but mucli to our regret, not of us, the Hon. Senator Sullivan, who
for many years gave of his best to the school and brought lustre and
renowii to i reputation.

We have entered into their labors and profit by their example of
self-denial and foresight.

To-day we are directly indebted to the present legislation of the
province for the building which you have just inspected. In their
wisdom and generosity they adopted the principle of state aid for
medical education, a policy I am well assured bas the approval not
only of those engaged in this work, but of the whole people of the
province.

We are fortunate in having with us to-day the Hon. Dr. R. A.
Pyne, Minister of Education, representing the Legislature, and on
behalf of the Faculty I thank him for his personal interest and I ask
him to receive and to convey to Mr. Whitney and his colleagues the
assurances of our appreciation of what they have done for the
school.

The Building Committee had the sum of $50,000 available and
it has been most carefully administered and will not be exceeded.
The architects, Messrs. Power & Son, have given us most efficient
and satisfactory service and are to be congratulated upon the design
and arrangemenit of the building. Unfortunately all the equipment
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is not yet in place but enough can be seen to give a fair idea of what
it vill be when completed. The thanks of the Committee are espe-
cidlly due to the following contractors: Mr. Wm. McCartney, Messrs.
Ilunter and Harold, Messrs. T. McMahon & Co. and the Berlin
Interior Hardwoor Co.

In the new building accommodation is provided for Biology,
Pliysiology, Histology, Pathology and Bacteriology. There will also
be rooms for the Public Health work which has grown in a few
years to be a considerable tax upon our resources. During the year
just ended no less than 1,545 examinations have been made frec of
expense to the public, and the specimens have come from -ll over the
province, from Fort William and Essex County in the west to the
extreme eastern limit. There will also be the department in connec-
tion with the dairy interests. Pure cultures are supplied to all the
cheese factories throughout eastern Ontario from our laboratories,
and problens connected with this important industry are constantly
being studied. Dairy bacteriology bas had a considerable develop-
ment in the past fifteen years in our laboratories.

It is very gratifying that Dr. Barker bas been good enough to
nie to speak to us to-day and in the name of the Faculty I bid him

heartily welcome and venture to express the hope that this is only
the first of a series of visits to us.

We are also honored with the visit of Dean Reeve and Dr.
McCallum of Toronto, and of Dr. Adami of McGill, and we hasten
'o assure theri that we desire to compete with them in the quality of
the work done. We have as many students as we can properly care
for and if there is any feeling of rivalry on our part it is only in the
generous spirit of an endeavor to produce results at least equal to
theirs, though we are blest with few of the material advantages
which they enjoy.

Fellow-students and colleagues: To-day we dedicate another
temple to Aesculapius and kindle upon its altar the divine fire. Let
it be ours, throughout our day and generation, to strive to maintain
and enhance the brilliancy of its flame so that its rays may penetrate
to the four quarters of the earth.

The Principal then, called on Dr. Barker, of Johns Hopkins
University, to deliver the address of the day.



MEDICAL LABORATORIES; THEIR RtLATIONS TO
MEDICAL PRACTICE AND TO MEDICAL

DISCOVERY

i3y LEWELLYS F. BARKER, M.D.,

Professor of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;
Physician-in-Chief to the johns Hopkins Hospital.

(An address delivered at the formal opening of the Medical Labora-
torics Building, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, January

14th, 1908).

T O be asked to give an address on an occasion sov worthy of
joyful and honorable celebration as that which has brought

us together to-day is an honor of which I am far from being insen-
sible. When the invitation to the formal opening of your new
building came in letters from my former schoolmate, Dr. Third, and
the dean of your medical faculty, Dr. Connell, I was much pleased;
though I knew that it came to me mainly on account of the fact that
I happen to occupy a chair in an institution especially identified with
medical laboratories, medical instruction and medical research, I
could not help but feel grateful to fortuity for the favor she brought.
Born in Canada, educated in Canadian schools, a graduate of a
medical college in this Province and at one time licensed to practice
among the people of Ontario, I have every reason for filial affection
to this great country and rejoice in my right to share your pride in
its phenomenal advance. And no advance seems to me greater than
that which you have been making in the betterment of medical
education and in the promotion of medical knowledge; one striking
evidence of it is before us in the new building which you have just
now met to dedicate.

The subject which I have chosen for my remarks, namely,
Medical Laboratories, their Relations to Medical Practice and to
Medical Discovery, is of such great importance that I wish I felt
myself more competent adequately to discuss it. The topic has the
advantage, however, that no skiil on my part is necessary to excite
your interest in it for the current of your thought is, by the occasion,
set in its direction. The completion of this building indicates the
lively sympathy of members of your university with laboratory
medicine; the substantial aid which an enlightened legislature has
given you is proof that there is already some appreciation of the
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fact that the benefit of such laboratories is not to individuals alone
hit also to the people at large and that the appropriation of public
fiids for their construction and maintenance is justifiable. With-
utit occupyiig a great deal of your time or dissipating too mucli of
ytur energy I shall try to make plain to the less medical portion of
tihis audience how it is that medical laboratories such as have been
bu'ilt here have become a necessity, how indispensable they are for
the training of doctors who are to care for the sick, of what use they
ma.ty be in helping physicians actually to utilize, in cases of serious
illiaess, the fruits of the more recent medical discoveries, and finally
how, if provision be made in them, as should be and doubtless will
he, for the undertaking of original investigations directed toward the
solution of sormie of the medical problems now pressing, we may
hope that here in Kingston new knowledge may be acquired which

ll make medical men able, better than now, accurately to predict,
and give them greater power than they yet possess to cure and to
<itrol. And while I congratulate you heartily on the position to
n bikh you have now attained in the matter of laboratories, I intend
fo point out (what those among you best informed as to medical
Ir- gress fully realize) that the policy of laboratory expansion upon
which you have entered is in reality but a beginning and will lead
irresistibly later on to still further, and perhaps fully as important,
developments in your medical school.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE AND OF MEDICAL

LABORATORIES.

Everyone knows nowadays what is meant by the scientific
-hnpiod. It consists in gathering facts carefully, arranging them

ner-'rding to their similarities and sequences and finally epitomizing
them in the form of brief formulas or so-called general laws. As a
result thought is economized and suitable action follows most surely
and quickly upon impressions of sense.

Medical science, like all natural science, began with simple ob-
erv'ation. The physician first by means of his unaided sense-organs

cnlltcted sense impressions. This simple observation could not,
however, take him very far, for it was too inexact. It became
necesary to invent artificial aids for extending the powers of the
sense organs and for rendering their measurements more precise.
Medical men learned how to experiment so that their observations
could be made under peculiarly favcrable circumstances. They have
found out how to interrogate Nature and to compel her to answer;
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on inquiry they sec to it that their attention is specially prepared;
their interest in observation is sharpened by the particular question
asked.

Hippocrates, the inost accurate of ancient medical observers,
realized the importance of contact with natural objects; it was his
opinion that this niust be the basis of all medical knowledge. ''The
student must rub and grind at nature, using his reason at the same
time; but his reason must be a perceptive and interpretative, not a
productive faculty, for he who lends hiniself to plausible ratiocina-
tion will find hiniself ere long in a blind alley; and those who have
pursued this course have done no enduring service to medicine." It
was the accessibility of external medicine or surgery to direct ob-
servation that accounts for the more solid foundation early laid in
that branch of medicine; inner medicine, in which there was but
relatively little opportunity for direct observation, was the field for
rank speculation for centuries, and it was not until experimental
researches began to be undertaken systematically that inner, as con-
trasted with outer, medicine began to make significant progress.*

The history of the development of experimental work is very
closely connected with the history of scientific laboratories. The
bibliography of this subject is surprisingly small; an unusual oppor-
tunity for an interesting and instructive historical contribution lies
open to him who will trace carefully the origins of laboratory work
and their relation to the developrment of natural science in general.†
In the third century before Christ several natural sciences, including
anatomy, physiology and pathology, were cultivated in state-sup-
ported institutes in Alexandria. Though the apparatus was probably
crude, there is evidence that students in these institutes studied
nature by coming into direct personal contact with the objects of
study. With the decline of the Alexandrian school, however, this
method of practical study fell into desuetude, and, except for the
experimental physiological methods of Galen (2nd century A.D.),
and perhaps a little anatomical work at Salernun (13th century), it
was chiefly the surgeons-men like Hugh of Lucca, Theodoric of

*cf. Allbutt (T. C.). The historical relations of medicine and surgery.
Reports of the Congress of Arts and Science, Universal Exposition, St.
Louis, 1904, Vol. vi; Boston and New York, 1906, 189-209.

†An excellent resume of the subject as far as medical laboratories are
concerned is to be found in an address by Professor W. H. Welch, entitled,
The evolution of modern scientific laboratories. An address delivered, at
the opening of the William Pepper Laboratory of Clinical Medicine. J. H.
Hosp. Bull., Balt., 1896, vii, 19-24.
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Cervia, Guy of Chauliac-who, keeping their hands at work, man-
aged to cultivate medical studies more or less objectively. Benivieni
(1448-1502), the founder of the craft of pathological anatomy and
forerunner of Morgagni, scems to have been " the first to make the
custoin, and to declarez the need of necropsy to reveal what he called
. . . the hidd.n causes of diseases." In the 15th and 16th cen-
turies came tie great development of human anatomy. Vesalius
publhishd his wonderful volume in 1543, and anatomy has ever since
his time been studied by dissection of the human body. Anatomical
laboratories for teaching and investigation have been in existence for
more than three hundred years; indeed the anatomical laboratory
lias priority in foundation over all other scientific laboratories.

It was not, however, until the 19th century that the scientific
spirit and scientific work became the main characteristic of the age.
The 19th century lias been designated therefore the scientific cen-
tury, just as the 18th was called the philosophical century, the 16th
the century of the Reformation, and the 15th 'the century of the
Renaissance.* The great inventions before the 19th century were
•nade without special scientific knowledge and were brought about
' more by accident or by the practical requirements of the age than
b>y the power of an unusual insight acquired by study.' During the
last fifty years the great discoveries have been made in scientific
laboratories. Whereas, fornerly, necessity was the mother of inven-
tion, latterly the tables have been turned and scientific discoveries
have produced new practical needs and created new spheres of
labour, industry and commerce.

Though physical researches were carried on from the time of
Calileo downward and chemical work goes back to the age of the
alchemists who souglt for the philosopher's stone, the first distinctly
modern scientific laboratories appeared in Europe in 1824 and 1825.
In the former year Purkinje established a physiological laboratory
in Breslau, and the year after Liebig, in Giessen, opened a chemical
laboratory for the use of students and invzstigators; the latter lab-
tory, stimulated from two independent centres-Berzelius' lab-
oratory in Sweden and Gay-Lussac's in Paris-and developing in the
atnosphere of the German ideal of Wissenschaft, was destined to
exert the greatest influence upon the development and organization
of other laboratories for scientific work. In 1856 Virchow estab-
lished the first pathological laboratory in Berlin. Dorpat was the

*cf. Merz (J. T.). A history of European thought in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Edinburgh and London, 1904, p. 89.
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home of the earliest inidcpendent plarmacological laboratory, estab-
lished there by Buchlein in 1849. Physiological chemistry was
housed in a laboratory of its own in Strassburg in 1872 (Hoppe-
Seyler), and hygiene at the instance of Pettenkoffer was given a
special institute by the Bavarian government in 1872. The first
clinical laboratory proper was started in the Munich Hospital by von
Ziemmsen about 1886. Still later came special laboratories for psy-
chopathic studies. Now every university in Germanyl has a complete
set of these laboratories and there are in that country all told more
than two hundred such medical institutes.

Froni Germany the exact spirit of research by means of organ-
ized laboratories spread rapidly to other countries-to England,
Scotland and America-but Germany lias the credit of the first and
most extensive laboratory development; it is to this development that
she owes her leadership in niedicine and the biological sciences dur-
ing the last eighty years.

Liebig's chemical laboratory was opened in a snall town, not in
a great city, and in this there were certain advantages. In an auto-
biographical memoir Liebig has said: "I always remember with
pleasure the twenty-eight years which I passed at Giessen; it was,
as it were, a higher providence whicl led me to the small university.
At a large university, or in a larger town, my powers would have
been broken up and frittered away, and the attainment of the aim
which I had in view would have been much more difficult if not
impossible; but at Giessen all were concentrated in the work, and
this was a passionate enjoyment." "A kindly fate had brought
together in Giessen the most talented youths from all countries of
Europe . . . . Everyone was obliged to find his own way for
himself. . . We worked from dawn to the fall of night: there
were no recreations and pleasures at Giessen. The only complaints
were those of the attendant, who in the evenings, when lie had to
clean, could not get the workers to leave the laboratory."*

The peculiar advance made by Liebig's laboratory was the intro-
duction of systematic and methodical training on an especially
devised plan by which young men were introduced to a thorough
practical knowledge of chemical properties and manipulations. The
laboratory became the training-school for the majority of chemists
outside of Paris, and was used as a model for similar establishments
in other cities in Germany as well as in other countries. This lab-
oratory convinced the world of vhat can be done in an institution

*cf. Deutsche Rundschau, Vol. lxvi, 30-39. Cited by Merz.
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containing suitable work-roonis and adequate equipment in ap-pa-
ratus, with proper materials for study including rcady access to
books and scientific journals, especially wlen a director, who can

give his whole time to teaching and rescarch and is filled with the
enthusiasm of his subject, lcads the way. Later on, in Berlin,

Jo-hannes Müller did for physiology what Liebig had donc for chem-
istry, and many of the physiological chairs in European universities
were filled subsequently by men who had worked under Müller.

It goes without saying that laboratory buildings alone, even
when adequately equippcd and with a liberal maintenance budget, are
far less important than the men who work in them. Nevertheless
experience teaches that in cities and countries where the laboratory
facilities are most ample there, on the whole, more and better men
apply for training, and a greater nunber of important discoveries
are made.

An obstacle in the way of laboratory expansion has been the
great cost of such institutions. While the buildings themselves are
not necessarily very expensive, still the outfit needed often entails a
large outlay, and unless the director and his assistants are paid suffi-
cient salaries to permit them to devote all or almost all their time
and energies to the work but little progress is likely to be made.
Moreover, the expense of supplies for the experimental work in such
idboratories is great and a liberal annual budget is therefore an essen-
tial. The scientific workers, too, should be provided with a certain
number of paid mechanical helpers, for where the best brains in the
laboratory are hampered by the necessity of doing the work which
could just as weli be done by laboratory servants a serious economic
nistake is made.

The endowment necessary for modern laboratories has been one
of the main factors in leading to the disappearance of proprietary
miedical schools, since a medical school conducted by modern
nethods can no longer be run for profit. Indeed large sums of
imoney are absolutely necessary for the conduct of mode-rn medical
education, and unless these endowments are available through pri-
vate benefaction they should be provided by the state. It mnay be
asserted safely that at the present time money can not be invested
to better purpose than in the judicious support of medical laboratory
î ork. A survey of the results of such work shows a greater return
in practical benefits -to mankind than can be claimed perhaps by any
other mode of utilizing the money. The medical discoveries of the
last twenty-five years demonstrate conclusively that the endowment
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of medical science yields an enormous reward, and nothibg seemas
more likely than the probability that those m'dical schools and those
countries which fall behind in the mainteancce of medical labora-
tories and of scientific workers in medichie are destined to occupy
an inferior place in medical education and to remain behind in social
and economic importance.

MEDICAL LABORATORIES AS A TRAINXtING PLACE FOR PHYSICIANS.

A large part of the education which inedical studeats receive
nowadays is given to tliem in laboratories. Instead of the didactic
lecture of former periods the student in a medical school of our time
does practical work in nearly all the subjects of the medical course.
In the anatomical laboratory lie dissects the human body and exam-
ines its constituent organs, tissues and cells under the microscope,
making many of the preparations for himself. In the physiological
laboratory he studies the functions of the animal body less from
books and froin lectures than from actual observation, as lie repeats
the experiments of the great masters who have made fundamental
physiological discoveries. In the pathological laboratory lie assists
in the making of post-mortem examinations, studies the changes in
form, consistence and color of organs in disease, and under the mi-
croscope investigates the finer changes in the cells and intercellular
substances in pathological states. In the better laboratories of this
sort, too, he has the opportunity of witnessing the plienonena of life
as manifested under abnormal conditions, and thougli pathological
physiology as such has not yet reached the place in our medical
schools which it seems destined to occupy, it is rapidly being devel-
oped and promises to become in the near future one of the most
important features of undergraduate medical instruction. In the
bacteriological laboratory the student not only hears of bacteria and
of their relations to fermentation and to disease, but he handles these
bacteria himself, studies them, alive and dead, under an oil emersion
lens, grows them artificially upon media prepared by himself, pro-
duces certain of the infectious diseases experimentally by innocula-
tion of animals, and recovers from the bodies of the diseased the
same microorganisms which lie has inoculated. He is given, too, a
practical acquaintance with the simpler methods of studying the
phenomena of immunity, and gains in this way a unique conception
o.f the nature of infection and the tendency to self-limitation of the
infectious diseases; lie becomes familiar wih the fundamental prin-
ciples of contagion on the cae hand and of prevention on the other.
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These studies, together with those which lie makes in the laboratory
of hygiene, prepare hlim, in a way unequalled by any other forni of
preparation, for meeting those problcmrs of personal hygiene and
public safety which confront the medical man in private practice and
iii tlic protection of the public health. In the Iaboratory of physiolo-
gical chemistry the medical student perfects his methds of chemical
mnanipulation and examines for himself the various chemical consti-
tuents of theli hnan body and its secretions and excretions. One
neeils no special proplctic instinct to recognize Iow important a
training of this kind is for tic prospective physician who will wish
io keep abreast of medical advance during the next two decades, for
there seems to be but little doubt in the minds of those best informed
Ihat the laboratories of physiology and physiological chemistry are
I stand in much the saine important relation to medicine durng the
next twenty years as tiat occupied by the laboratories of pathology
and bacteriology since 1880. Furthermore, practical pharmacological
sfudies are now esseitial for the medical student. The undergradu-
ie who in the pliarmacological laboratory studies the physiological

effects of drugs by actual observation of the effects produceci after
administration to animals, making accurate measurements by the
precise methods of physics and chemistry, will acquire an insight into
ie possibilities and limitations of treatnent by drugs which will pro-
tect him fron a pessimistic nihilisn on the one hand, and. even more
important, from uncritical enthusiasm on the other. The student
tlus trained will be less likely to fall a prey to the proprietary medi-
cine manufacturer and the nostrum monger than the physician who
lias obtained all his knowledge concerning the action of drugs from
books, lectures or the circulars of manufacturers.

In the clinical laboratories associated with the wards of the hos-
pital the student will be taught low to apply the knowledge gained
in all the laboratories just mentioned to the problems of diagnosis
and treatment as he actually meets them in his study of patients in
the hospital wards and dispensaries. These hospital clinical labora-
tories have only just begun their development, and there are but few
medical schools which have made adequate provision for them. I
have in another place* called attention to the great importance of
these laboratories for the training of medical students as well as for
the advance of practical medicine, and have tried to show that it is

*Barker (L. F.). The organization of the laboratories in the medical
elinc of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull., June-July,1907.
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just as necessary for physicians and surgeons to have their own
special laboratories attached to their wards, in which chemnical, physi-
cal, bacteriological and psychic investigations can be made as it is
for aniline dye nanufacturers to have cheincal laboratories attached
to tlieir plants for solving their special problens, or for brewers to
have bacteriological laboratories and skilled bactcriologists constantly
at work to maintain and improve the standard of their products. It
will not do for the sciences of diagnosis and therapy to rely upon the
laboratories of cheinistry, physiology and pathology in the medical
school to solve their particular problens for them. The more funda-
mental sciences have their own problems of a more abstract nature
which it is thieir duty to investigate, and the time lias certainly cone
for diagnosis and therapy to develop the laboratory sides of tliese
sciences for themselves.

By far the greatest advantage of instruction of the medical
student by the laboratory method is, however, his training in the
scientific habit of thought. Wlat helps him is less the facts which
lie learns, or the ieinory of the experinients lie makes, than the
establishment in him of the conception that in order really to under-
stand it is necessary to come into direct personal contact witl the
object to be understood. If sole of his teaciers arc, and certainly
sorne of theni should be, productive investigators, lie is likely to be
inpressed with the necessity of accuracy in work, of patience in it,
if things are to be accomplished, of steady industry and persevering
effort. He learns also to have a love for detail and a desire for con-
plete and exhaustive knowledge; lie comes to appreciate skill in
invention and in the application of new and precise metiods, and
there grows in him a desire for full appreciation of the value of all
existing methods or principles which will prevent hii fron falling
a prey to sectionalism in medicine or to any single idea or principle
which is limited in its nature. In other words lie develops in those
three directions of thought which characterize three more or less
distiict aüd important attitudes of the human mind, naimely, tie
exact habit or attitude of thouglt, the historical and the critical.

THE UTILIZATION OF LABORATORIES BY PRACTITIONERS AND HEALTIH

OFFICERS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS, CURE AND PREVENTION OF DISEASE.

I have referred incidentally to the use of hospital laboratories
by hospital physicians and surgeons as direct aids in the diagnosis
and treatment of their cases. The chemical, physical, microscopical
and 1bacteriological studies now made in hospital wards forn a large
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part of the occupation of resident and attending physicians in those
institutions; indeed the examinations of the blood, of the urine, of
the stomach juice, of the sputum, of the fcces, of the cerebro-spinal
fluid, of the contents of abscesses and cysts, of portions of tissue
renoved at operation and X-ray and electrical examinations have
beconie so potent a factor in niedical diagnosis that nany have begun
to fear that physicians and medical studetits in their enthusiasr for
the clean-cut results which they yield nay cone too much to neglect
the older fundamental niethods of inspection, palpation, percussion,
auscultation and mensuration. And it is certainly wise that a note
of warning should in this connection be sounded, for it would be a
grave error to deprive ourselves of wlat is good in the old because
of the helpfulness of the new. That such a fcar should be expressed,
however, shows how tremendous a hold laboratory methods are
taking of the minds of developing clinicians.

Aside, however, from the laboratories connected with hospital
wards there lias been in recent years a phenomenal growth of pri-
vate and oublic laboratories in our towns and cities for the use of
private practitioners of niedicine and officers of public health. I an
sure that the laity scarcely realizes how much such laboratories
promote the early diagnosis and facilitate the treatment of disease,
and especially to low great an extent through tiei infectious and
contagious diseases in the community are prevented and controlled.
Tine will not permit me to enter upon an enumeration of these
particular benefits. I desire, however, to express my gratification
at learning that at least sonie portion of these ncw laboratories which
you have built in Kingston is to be devoted to the service of the
public health, and I predict that no snall part of the usefulness to
this conmunity and to the people of this province will result fron
the activities of the public hcalth division of your laboratories.

MEDICAL LABORATORIES AS CENTRES OF RESEARCH.

In addition to being necessary and desirable placcs of instruc-
tion for medical students and also institutions for practical use in
the prevention and cure of disease by physicians and officers of the
public health, medical laboratories subserve a still higler purpose,
to which we should for ,a few mometits advert,-I mean, the func-
tion of m2dical research. In university circles no special plea for
original research is necessary, I know, for in those circles the advan-
tages of creative inquiry, both from the economihic side and fron the
standpoint of the highescihuman ideals, are well understood. It is
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tc be feared, however, that the general pûblic sympathetic as it is
with scientific advance in general and with the efforts made by
scientific investigators in the struggle for enlightenmient, has no
adequate realization of the results which ha.ve already attended the
studies of medical scientists or of the urgency for the promotion of
original studies in strictly medical domains. The public has always
been willing to pay for hospitals to care for the sick, but it is only
in recent years that it has begun to awaken to the possibilities of
preventing disease by the endowment of research specifically di-
rected thereto.

The advances which have been made in our own time by inves-
tigative medicine are truly phenomenal, and no layman, unless he
has made a special point of looking into the matter, has any concep-
tion of the increased power medical men now possess to lessen
physical suffering from disease and accident, or the means at their
command for controlling the spread of infectious and contagions
disease. Not only has the prospect of life for each human individual
been markedly lengthened, but immeasurable advantages have ac-
crued to the race as a whole, no small part of our industrial devel-
opment at home and the opening up of countries abroad hitherto
inaccessible to civilized whites having been due to the protective
discoveries of modern inedical science. It is not my purpose at this
time to review even briefly the triumphs of modern preventive medi-
cine, interesting as it would be to outline to you what has been done
regarding the cause and the prevention of diseasës like typhoid
fever, Asiatic cholera, bubonic plague, yellow fever and malaria.
The advances miade in the prevention and cure of diphtheria and
in the lessening of infant mortality are familiar even to the layrman,
and in the great crusade against tuberculosis nów in progress all
over the world we have a demonstration of the growing conscious-
ness of the public that it is necessary for it to combine with physi-
cians in applying scientific methods to the extermination of that
dreadful malady which is the cause of death of one out of every
eight of our people. 'Since scientific methods when applied to the
solution of medical problems have so soon been able to yield the
striking results at which I have hinted, what may not be done if
more men and more money can be made available for the study of
the diseases which as yet cannot be cortrolled? Think of the bene-
fits to the human race which would 'foilow the discovery of a nieans
for preventing or curing pneumonia, an infection which in spite of
all the work yet done upon it kills as. many people to-day as it did
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oine hundred years ago; or what a boon it would be to human society
if the secret of -cancer ·and- -sarcoiÉa· and other maliagïït tuiors

mu-blIcl be unravelled and these dire diseases become as controllable
ae have diphtheria and wound infection. Another most important
field for investigation is that which deals with the disorders which
affect human beings after middle lie is past and account for much
of the misery which leadens the sky of so many men and women in
ihieir advancing years; I mean those degenerations of the blood ves-
çels, kidneys, liver and brain, the origins of which are as yet obscure
and the prevention of which we have yet to learn.

Germany took the lead in the recognition of this special
research-function of the medical laboratory and of its significance
for social progress-. In 1880 the German government endowed a
special laboratory-that of the Imperial Health Office-for the in-
vestigation of the infectious diseases, and put Koch at its head.
France followed quickly with that great institution of international
reputation founded for Pasteur after his epoch-making discovery of
-t method for preventing the development of hydrophobia after mad-
dlog bites. 'Since then special institutes for purely investigative
purposes have been springing up like mushrooms, part of them sup-
ported by national governments, others endowed by private indi-
viduals of wealth and insight. I need only mention the Imperial
Tnctitute for Experimental Medicine in St. Petersburg (1890), the
Tntitute for Infectious Diseases in Berlin. (1891), the laboratory
now known as ·the Lister Institute in London (1891), the Institute
for Experimental Therapeutics in Frankfurt (1896), the State
T aboratory for the Investigation of Cancer in Buffalo, the
Rockefeller Institute f1or Medical Research in New York (1901)',
the Institute for Infectious Diseases in Chicago (1902)., and the
Phipps Institute for the Study of Tuberculosis in Philadelphia
(lQ03)-all establishments dedicated to original medical inquiry-
to show you how tapld ihas been the expansion in this direction. Nor
doe- such an enumeration exhaust by any means the list of medical
laboratories engaged ini special research. The better university
laboratoriès combine -esea-ch work with the work of instruction,
and muel excellent scientific labor is also performed in the labor~a-
tories of boards of health in our larger towns and cities.4

The people of Canada and the United States are to be congra-
tulated upon the increase in public intefest in medical research on

*cf. Weich, W. H. The benefits of ·the endôwment of medical researçh.
New York, 1906.
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this«side the Atlantic during the last few years; nevertheless there is
still a great shortage of men here as compared, with the number
available for such work in European countries. It must be con-
fessed, too, that the scientific output of individual workers in this
country is smaller than it should be and could be .were the èondi-
tions for work made more favorable. As yet we have only a hand-
ful of men who devote their whole time and énergies to this kind
of sttidy and these are hampered in their work by serious defects in
the conditions which surround medical reseacich in America. In
our medical schools the professors who are able to do investigative
work and have the desire therefor, are often so overloaded with the
routine work of lecturing, laborâtory instruction and administration
that they really have not the time for the intense and absolutely
undisturbed work necessary for the creative mind. Further, it is
rare in this country to find an investigating professor supplied ,vith
research assistants to help him practically to carry out his ideas,
whereas in Germany, by means of a graded staff and a department-
budget which permits the emplôyment of several assistahts, the
hands of flie man .with original notions are multiplied several fold
and there is a much more rapid conversion of new ideas into new
results.*

Another hindrance to research lies in the insufficient financial
rewards of academic work. We -re undoubtedly holding back our
people and the prestige of the country in which we live by the- inide-
quate provision we are now making for the material side of the lives
of professors in our universities afid niedical schools. * This is false
economy; comme·cially speaking, it is bad business. Until univer-
sity trusteës and the public generally recoghize the necessity of
retaiiing the best brains which develop amông us in the service of
instruction and research the activities of those brains will inevitably,
in many instances, be divërted tò othei- fields. The man with inves-
tigative ability, with the power of observing closely, of reasoning
accurately, of thinking originally and of experimenting rigorously,
is rare. The critical attitude of mind, the inspiration to originate,
the training vhich makes men able to extend the boundaries of
knôwledge and to win new power from nature is not common. Only
a few men havé the faculty of determining ànd grasping facts, and
of verifying .and digesting tlëm; and still fewer the ability to con-
ceive fruitful hypotheses connecting these facts or explanations,

*cf. Stieglitz (J.). Chemical Research in American Universities Science,
N. Y., 1907.
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united with the initiative necessary to test the validity of the hypo-
Lheses by experinent. Researcli work requires a patience and an'

enthusiasm, a self-denial and a perspicacity unknown to the average
man. When we discover a worker who can find his way in medical
regions as yet untrodden, wlho can discern new relation:hips among
facts, who can elucidate some of the mysteries which for centuries
have puzzled us, we should cherish him. He needs all our sympathy
aid support, for the conditior. .der which he works are lonely and
difficult. He lias, as a rule, Dut few companions, and his work is
not in the public eye. He bas to set his own tasks and to establish
his own standards of excellence. Fortunately, he is a man of high
ideals and his reward comes chiefly from his vork, from the actual
joy of the labor. But since the results not only increase knowledge
but promote the safety and happiness of the people, c is the duty
of society to provide the facilities and conditions for his work, to
elevate his position in life and to give him the honor and apprecia-
tion consonant with his high calling.*

In bringing my remarks to aclose I hope that their main intent,
despite their rainbling and somewhat desultory character, may have
become plain to you. I have tried to show you that medical labora-
tories such as these are indispensable in ·medical schools which are
at all worthy of being known as the medical departments of true
universities, and I have maintained that only in such laboratories
can students be properly taught for they come there into direct per-
sonal contact with the objects of study, a =requisite if the scientific
habit of thought is to be engendered. To them, too, your physicians
and your guardians of the commnunity's health may resort for
naking the special laboratory exaininations now necessary for the
diagnosis, the cure and the prévention of the ills by which your
people are afflicted. . And, above all, opening off these halls there are
soie rools which will, I trust, become the workshops of mature
original investigators, and others which will serve as nurseries in
wlicb will be cultivated those qalities of mind, heart ahd· hand
which make men dissatisfied with knowledge as it is and comp-el
thern to try to-extend it.

Untrammeled by the traditions and ultra-conservatism which
are holding medicine back in the Mother Country, yet protected by
intinate connection with ber from the whimsical, vagaries, the wild-

*cf. Eliot (C. W.). The qualities of the scientific investigator. Address
at the opening-of the laboratory of the Roi;kefeller Institute, New York, May
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ness and the freakishness which might otherwise tend to bring
medical science here into disrepute, Canadians have an opportunity
and a privilege in medicine they will not be slow to take advantage
of, a duty they are sure manfully to assume. There are many young
men and women in this country and this province capable of devo-
tion to an ideal cause, independent of personal gain and glory. It is
to the credit of Canadian 'parents that they instil into their children
high and. noble aspirations, that they teach thei to endure privations
cheerfully for the sake of things greater than mere physical com-
forts, and that they cultivate that generosity and elevation of spirit
which 'makes unselfish huiman effort not only possible but really
desirable. The fruits of this training will, I (lare prophesy, become
evident sooner or later in the activities of these laboratories. In
them there will be professors and students who will choose as their
life work the pursuit of medical truth and the acquisition of medical
knowledge for its own sake; as a result of this-ennobling and worthy
occupation human suffering will be ameliorated, and, perhaps, some
patients suffering from maladies now incurable, may be healed.
May the good that you hope for be the outcome of work in the
laboratories which with suitable solemnity and earnest purpose you
have set apart and consecrated to a special service to-day!

After Dr. Barker's address, the Hon. R. A. Pyne, the Minister
of Education in the Province, to whose sympathy and recommenda-
tion the Faculty are indebted for the amount expended in the erection
and furnishing of the new building, spoke as follows:

ADDRESS BY DR. R. A. PYNE, MINISTER OF EDUCATION,
TORONTO.

Mr. Principal, Mr. Dean, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am sure I
have f elt it a very great privilege to-day to have had this opportunity
of rningling with my old friends in the medical profession oi 'Canada,
and I may say I possibly had a selfish motive in coming here tò-day.
I may -as well confess it. I was very anxious to hear my old friend,
Dr. Barker, and I have had very much pleasure in listening to the
very learned and instructive and intelligent address delivered to us
by him. I am sure the address delighted us all.

In the position I find myself occupying, as Minister of Educa-
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tion, and the great responsibility I find connected with that part of
tle Governient's work, I can assure you that the experience I have
liad withi my old friends the medical students, some of whom I see
here to-day, has stood me in good stead. In the work of 27 years
we have had an opportunity of coming into contact with the students
of Queen'sý Toronto, of the Western University, and McGili, Laval
and others, and I want to pay this little complirment, that the students
taught at Kingston have always stood well in the examination, that
trying examination, for the license to practice on their fellow-men.
Sometimes, of course, there are disappointed students. We cannot
avoid that. I have always tried to console the poor fellow by telling
him to go on, and try again. There was one poor fellow who, I think,
tried five times. I just want to say here that ambition and ability do
not belong to any one family in this Province, and that the student
wbo lias perseverance will very often come to the front, and I very
often buoyed then up with this.

I nust compliment Queen's University on this great addition to
their teaching facilities here in this very fine building. I hardly know
out of the snall provision how they carried it tô completion. It
seens to me the iost beautiful building I ever saw for the amount
of money involved in its erection. I may say that I will take back a
message to Mr. Whitney that I never saw $50,000 so well expended,
and our good friend the Dean ought to feel very proud, for he tells
me that the building stands there and they will have something to
tbeir credit. I might here tell a little story I once heard of an Irish-
man who was given a beautiful present and found himself in the
unique position that he was the only Irishnian in Ireland without a
grievance. I should say that Dr. Connell would be like the Irishman,
lie must be without a grievance.

Mr. Principal, in ýthe position I find myself in as Minister of
Education in. this Province, and having the necessity of overlooking
the- whole educational field put upon me, and being desirous of -doing
Sonething for the masses of the people in the educational line, I
thought we should strike at the pait most defective. In looking over
the wlole -field, the part we find most defective, the part where reme-
dies Could be introduced, is the Public School systei, and we are
trying to do something for the great Public Schools of this Province.
Like any one of you, who. to-morrow or next day, wvhen you get your
first patient, your first consultation, you look your patient well over,
thoroughly examine him, are particular in your diagnosis; so we in
looking over this great system felt the pulse, diagnosed carefully and
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saw the defects. Tien came the question, how cati this be remedied?
It seemed to nie only by one way. You inay have magnificert build-
ings, great accommodation for schools, but if you have not the
teacher in the school you are not going to succeed. It is just so with
the Faculty of Queen's University, the Medical Faculty in particular.
They have always had from the day of Dickson, Yates, Fenwick and
Fowler, good teachers in this school. So that the higher side of edu-
cational life corresponds with the primary side of educational life.
You need good teachers. We have undertaken to try and provide
good teachers, better teachers for this Province. We have increased
the Normal School accommodation with a view of getting better
training. When we give the better article, we ask the people to give
a better salary. We are trying to improve the condition of the
teacher. In University life it is much the same way. I know in this
Province that not long ago the Provincial University of Toronto, the
University of the people, was practically starved. You cannot do
anything without money. You cannot give the equipment that is
necessary. We get a good lesson in the Old Country Universities,
particularly in Oxford and Cambridge. Then there is the great re-
search side that you get from the University in Germany, and to
carry out research means an immense expenditure. Then we have
State Universities. Wealthy people, here, never think of giving aid
to these institutions; therefore we are depending upon ourselves. If
we were magnificent, we did not go as far as I wished, because we
did not spend as much as Michigan. They spend about $500,000 a
year, a sum much beyond what is spent in Toronto. I wish that the
grant for this side of education had been larger, but I would also
cail attention to the fact that a grant was also given to the Western
University, and they are now having in course of erection a building
for the study of hygiene.

As a member of this Government let me say, I am not going to
make a political speech. My mind is far away from such a thing,
and I arm glad to be away from it for awhile. But if, sir, we have
given aid to this part of the proféssion, I think I may say for the
future, you will still have the sympathy of the Government in any-
thing of that kind. I do not know why this great Province of ours
cannot have more of this sort of thing. If we look at England, it is
a small country, and if you travel through it you find University
after University. In connection with all these matters I often think
of the Hon. Joseph Chamberlain when he was addressing a meeting
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in his own native city, and he was talking of the preferential tariff,
that he hopedAto see soon all over the British Dominions. He said:

I an making' this request because I feel I am acting in the interest
of every Britisier, be he a colonial or qtherwise." I often think we
ought all to join together and that lias been our policy in the treat-
ment of the Public Schools, to join togetler, to get the cities, towns
and townships to unite with us. Let us help one another and the
burden will become easy.

We all know, we all recognize, every public man recognizes
(perhaps not to tlat degree that the educationalist recognizes), that
changed conditions mean changed methods and changed educational
systens. Tliis is not the only country where people are struggling
and striving with the educational problems. We find it across the
line, and in England. Lord Rosebury and Mr. Balfour were won-
dering how it was that there seemed to be a decline in the great
commercial life of England. It is not the same in Germany where
it is said you cai get the technical system of education, that education
on all lines. One little province, Wurtemburg, lias 287 technical
schools. So that you sec changed conditions bring about changed
ideas in education. I would like to sec more attention given in this
country to that side of education, the technical side -of education.
This would help much in practical science departments. It is some-
thing between that and the schoolssof the Province that I am speaking
of, and if there is any member of the Dominion Parliament here, or
any aspirants-and there must be among a lot of young men like
this-just let me say that this would be a good matter to take up. I
have for some time contended that on that branch of education, that
most important part of education, we are behind; that in Canada with
its numerous facilities for manufacturing, our great water powers,
this ought to become a great work, and I would say to the young man,
Ihat when he goes to the Dominion House lie ought to ask the Do-
minion Government to think seriously of doing something towards
giving each Province a large grant specially for technical education
to be carried ont by tle pruvince itself. They will say no doubt "that
cannot be done. The B. N. A. Act will not permit you." That is so,
but if they had a grant they could carry it out very much better. My
reason is this. The Dominion Government deals with the tarif£ of
this country. Tie very coat I wear bas a tax upon it. The very
feathers in the hats of the ladies have a tax upon them. . The people
who levy the tax and expect great results from products in Canada,
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and build this high tariff vall-one recently said tliat lie would be
glad to see it go up as high as Haman's gallows-should, I say, exert
themselves in building up this rav material in products for the
people. I think a man would make a naie for himîself in getting
techînical education forward.

Mr. Principal, Ministers of Education have to be very careful
like Ministers of God, and it does not do to talk too long. f think
sometimes it is a mistake to go on talking, and that is one of the
faults that is found with political speakers. They never know
enough to stop. It reminds me of what happened to a parson in the
Old Country. IHe was a bachelor with a very estimable housekeeper.
The parson was not looking very well for some time and his house-
keeper suggested that lie should go and consult his physician. "Oh,"
lie says, "do you think so?" "Yes, I think you had." "Well," he
said, "perhaps I had better," and lie did. The physician said to him
after giving him a very thorough examination-as you would ex-
pect-"I do not think there is very much the matter with you.
Perhaps what would do you the most good would be every morning
to take a little drop of whiskey in bot water. It would tone up your
systen." "Oh, but low do you think I could do sucli a thing; what
would they think of me? My bousekeeper is an estimable woman,
but she gossips a little." "0Oh," the physician said, "you get a little
vial and have it in your cabinet, and just call for a little hot water
in the morning for shaving purposes." Well, it struck the parson
that he migbt be able to do that and so lie thought he would try it.
About a week after, the doctor met this estimable housekeeper and
said: "Oh, by the way, how is the parson ?" "Oh," she says, "I do
not know what has come over the parson. Really, I believe he is a
little bit touched in the head. He shaves in the morning, he shaves
at noon, he shaves at night, and on Friday he shaved five times."
So that you see I am not going to set a bad example to any of these
medical friends who will follow in my footsteps.

After the very beautiful prayer of dedication offered by Dr.
Macgillivray there is very little for me to say in dedicating that new
building for the purpose intended. I hope it will-give inspiration to
the young men who will have the privilege of going through these
laboratories, and that they will be able to look back upon it' with
gratitude. I have very great pleasure and considerable privilege in
dedicating this building for the purposes for which it was built.
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M R. Principal, Mr. Dean, Ladies and Gentlemen: Taking up the
coniparison of the Principal I an in entirely the opposite

condition to those people lie lias just referred to, for I come fron a
University who lias suffercd. You have been erecting buildings; we
have been losing buildings. In fact, I corne unclothed largely because
of these fires. I was one who lost even my College robes. I should
be thankful, however, for we had an official who escaped: with his
life, but with the loss of the garments very nany degrees thinner
than College robes.

But I should first explain that I represent the University and the
Faculty. The Principal of the University is absent in the North-
West. The Dean of the Medical Fàculty recently suffered from
laryngitis and thouglit it unsafe to come, but I convey to you their
hearty congratulations on your progress here in Kingston. The Dean
of the Medical Faculty, Dr. Roddick, is one who, I ani sure, lias
endeared himself to all medical students evei:ywhere by his noble
efforts to endeavour to do away with the spirit of Provincialism in
medicine, at least with regard to,the admission of the license to prac-
tise. It seems to nie that there is no better occasion than the present
more desirable of uniting this country as one medically. We should
endeavour to find out how far one is weak and another strong, but
on what grounds we can unite to put a good face on medicine in
Canada before the world.

Dr. Barker addressed us so well to-day that he has left little for
us to say on the question of laboratories, and I think the best plan
for the man> that now occupies the floor is to say little, to show
respect for the attention and patience of this audience by really say-
ing little., However, perhaps you will allow me to speak very briefly
of two or three sentiments. Dr. Barker alluded to that teaching
which made us so dissatisfied with the knowledge we had that we
should wish to increase it. We can remember the time when one of
the greatest merits in a teacher vas to dogmatize. Yesterday I spent
a good part of my lecture in making, or trying to make, the students
of Physiology dissatisfied with the state of knowledge even as pub-
lished in the recent text-books. I know of no state of mind so
healthy as.appeared in the words of your Dean when he addressed
you as " fellow-students." In the laboratory we get beside the man.
We encourage him to find out something better than is in thè-sylla-
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bus, in the book, to see what is therc in the -t, not in the syllabus.
Students coming froin the Public Schools are so bookish, and the
first thing is to get then to look and to see what is really there, and
then we attempt to teach students so much that they will bc up to the
very latest that I fear we do not give thcm a chance to develop indi-
viduality. Tiere is nothing more important for doing avay with
prejudices than just this, to make the student feel that lie and the
Professor, the highest member of the staff in his department, arc but
fellow-students, one older and more experienced than the other. It
is no «question:of loss of dignity. It is the surest guide to getting the
absolute confidence if not love of the student for his teacher. We
say or should say to our students, go forth and bc better men than
ve are for you have had greater opportunities.

I congratulate the Minister of Education, I congratulate this
Province, and I wish I could'congratulate mîy country, on the recog-
nition of the principle of Government support for Medical Schools.
Tiese schools, and particularly these laboratories, exist for the peo-
ple, the education of nien who are engaged not in pulling the patient
out of his bed alone, all that rnedicine once could do, but in prevent-
ing the trouble which is a far more important matter. We never can
set the .machine right by any means that we know of, when certain
formations have set in, but we may prevent them setting in. The
public is getting ready for this. The Government in Germîany are
ahead of the people, and yet the people in this country are wonder-
fully ready for anything the Government will do.

Now I am not going to speak further at this late hour, but I just
want to convey my personal admiration for the quiet, unostentatious
work that is donc at Queen's. May you go on and prosper and may
we all in this country feel thakt we are working, some here and some
there, but all for the general good of the science of medicine and of
this great country, whiéh, sir, it seems to me has an opportunity
which no country under the sun ever had of developing a system of
medical education untrammeled by the past, free to be original, free
to grant the needs of the country'and. to be an example of what edu-
cation may be.

On Wednesday morning, the students and prôfessors were ad-
dressed by Prof. Adami, of McGill, and Prof. McCallum, of Toronto,
University,. as follows:
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Ani Address Delivered to the Finial Ycars in Medicine, Quen's Uni-
versity, Kingston,

B3Y

J. G. ADAMI, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.,

Professor of Patliology, McGill· University,
Pathologist to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal.

L ET me before launching into my subject express my apprecia-
tion of the invitation to be present at the opening of your new

laboratories and to address you here. The old days of University
provincialisni are being rapidly left behind. Just as in matters poli-
tical we are more and more coming to place the nation before the
province, and this with no lessened love for our own immediate
people, but with a broader interest in and reverence for Canada as
a whole: just as the old rivalries that were unworthy are dying -out
and we are attainin.g to a higher and better national life, so it is,
and even more niarkedly, in University affairs. And thus, realizing
the part that the Universities can and must play in developing tlis
higher Canadian life, it i, with an eager pleasure that one seizes such
an opportunity as is now afforded to me, to come to another Univer-
sity and talk familiarly to the students there gathered together.

I say familiarly, for, gentlemen, it has seemed to me, vhether
wisely or mistakenly, that I should be of more service to you were I
to take up some general pathological subject and talk to you round
about it just as I would talk to my own students, not pretending to
give you anything that is very novel: at most hoping to present things
in what for some of you may be a new light. After the thoughtful
and erf.trancin.g address from Professor Macallum I fear greatly that
what I shall!have to say will be very hurndrum: that just as he has
soared up to the stars like a rocket so I shall come down like the
stick. Fôllowing one who has dealt with matters of vital concern,
nay, who, doing this lias indulged in the very poetry of science, what
I have to say must appear but dull prose: iny subject does not p.ermit
that I bring before you a protozoan Venus coming into existence out
of the primæval sea foam.
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Nevertheless, as the life to which you have dedicated yourselves
is devoted to secking the causes of discase and, determining those
causes, is concerned with the rational ncans of treating and prevent-
ing those discascs, it may be that what I have to say vill not be
wholly without interest. You have bcen born into a gencration of
medical men that is above all interested in the subjcct of infection
and the infccaious discases. The science of bacteriology lias brought
with it a ncdical renaissance. Never in the long history of Medicine
lias therc becn such an upheaval, such a developimient as during the
last thirty years, and this all through the demonfstration of tic fact
that in case after case a particular disease is due to the entrance and
growth within the tissues of specific microbes.

Now Pasteur, the great founder of the science of bacteriology,
laid down that the normal organism, or more correctly, the tissues in
a state of hcalth, are as devoid of bacteria as Paradise before the fall
was devoid of a devil,-or again to seek precision-let us rather say,
of sin. It is upon this postulate that our science lias been based and
no one would gainsay that the postulate was absolutely essential for
the development of the science. For employing the Euclidic method,
let us suppose that healthy tissues are not sterile: how difficult it
would have been for Pasteur and the early bacteriologists to convince
the world that the o.rganisns they isolated were the causes of in-
fectionl As it was their task was difficult enough. It is to this
assunption that we owe the greatest advance in surgical technique
the world has ever known, and with it the saving of innunerable
lives: upon it Lister based his antiseptic method, from which lias
developed logically the rêgime of surgical asepsis. The whole
modern treatment of wounds, surgical and otherwise, lias been deter-
mincd and evolved from this primary conception that the healthy tis-
sues are germ free and that, therefore, if the entrance of germs into
the wound from without be prevented there will be a natural healing,
uncomplicated by infection and suppuration.

What I want to discuss with you to-day is whether this postulate
is vhat may be termed a whole truth, or only a half truth, whether
bacteria under normal conditions do not gain entrance into the nor-
mal tissues, or whether they do. Let me admit at the outset that if
only half a truth, this Pasteurian postulate must be very near the
truth; for otherwise we could not-explain the marvellous results that

shere followed the advent of Listerism. Nevertheless, time and again
we encounter cases which are difficult to solve save on the assumption
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that the postulate is incorrect, and does not represent the whiole truth;
cases for example in which a local injury of an internal orgaii, a
joint., for exanple, in an otherwise healthy individual without super-
ficial wôund or abrasion is followed by the appeäa-ance of local infec-
tiori of the part with the presence and growth in it of pathogenic
microbes. Iow, it iay be askcd, did those microbes find thcniseives
in tlic injured area, unless it be admitted that under normal condi-
tions a certain nuniber of bacteria gain entrance into the blood and
so into the tissues? It may be said, it lias been said that in such
cases there liappens to be elsewhere,-in the digestive tract, it nay
be, or on sone mucous surface,-an ulcer or abrasion through which
pathogenic bactcria gain entrance: that, in short, individuals in whon
occurs this succession of events are not in a normal state. But this
is purcly an acadiemic assumption that is not proved. There is the
other alternative, and it is this, and vhat it signifies, that I vant to
bring before you this morring; namely, that the tissues of the nor-
mal healthy individual-are not actually sterile and devoid of bacteria,
but only potcntially sterile: that constantly throughout life bac-
teria, pathogenic and non-pathogenic, gain entrance into the blood
and lymph and so becoie conveyed to the various tissues, but as
constantly, in liealth, these bacteria, whether pathogenic or non-
pathogenic, undergo relatively rapid destruction through the various
bactericidal agencies.at the disposal of the organism: and lastly thiat
witiot. abrasion or destruction of the protective outer layers it may
happen tlat bacteria thus gaining entrance may proliferate and cause
infection and this cither (1), when the number gaining entrance and
carriage to one focus is excessive, or, (2), when the resisting powers
of a tissue have undergone local diminution. I want to point out. to
you that the weight of evidence is so great in favgur of this alterna-
tive that ive are forced to regard it not as a postulate but as a matter
that is positively proved. There is, that is, abundant experimental
evidence bearing upon-the subject.

This evidence maybe classified under a series of headings.
1. HISTOLOGICAL: the determination of flic presence of

bacteria in sections of healthy tissue.
If we examine sections from most tissues of normal animals,

stained by appropriate stains, we gain no clear evidence of the'pres-
ence of bacteria within them. There are, however, certain organs in
which with a remarkable frequency microbes are to be detected.
This was pointed out twenty years ago by the Italian pathologist B3iz-
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zozero and'has been abundantly confirmed by Ribbert, Ruffèr,
Nicholls and others. If one takes the lymph nodules of the tonsils,
the mesentery, the -neighborhood of the bifurcation of tlie trachea,
from. the dog or rabbit, among a large number of small granules
taking on the same stain as bacteria a certain proportion of perfectly
formed bacteria is to be encountered. The impression given is that
bacteria are conveyed to the ,.ymph node in fair quantities, and then
undergo destruction, and that at the moment of death and removal
of the tissue certáin of the recent arrivals are still intact. In our own
laboratory Dr. A. G. Nicholls has more especially worked at this
subject. Ie has shown that if a healthy dog or rabbit be killed, if its
abdomen be opened immediately with full aseptic precautions, and if
without injuring or opening the intestines a thin piece of the mesen-
tery be spread over a glass siide, pencilled with a sterile camel's hair
brush so as to remove the endothelium, and then after fixation in for-
malin, a piece be cut off and removed with the underlying slidei then
appropriate staining and clearing constantly reveals this same appear-
ance of minute stained granules, often in pairs, along with definite
bacilli and cocci. These lie in certain tracts, apparently lymphatic
channels, sometimes in small groups, as though within endothelial or
other cells, sometimes free and isolated.

2. CULTURAL: evidence of the presence of bacteria in normal
organs by gaining cultures from the same. The evidence afforded by
this method has been very contradictory, but upon careful study of
the articles by those vho have obtained negative results, it is seen that
almost without exception their methods have been faulty. Let me
give you an illustration of what I mean. For long years it was taught
that typhoidal rose spots were of non-microbic origin. Observer
after observer upon attempting to makë cultures from them gained
negative results. Then Richardson of Boston showed that if a rose
spot be frozen by a minute spray of ethyl chloride, cut into,. and cul-
tures made from it, colonies of typhoid bacilli could constantly ·be
obtained. Prev-ious observers had neglected to take intô considera-
tion the bactericidal action of the blood renioved along with material
from the rose spot. By freezing, the vessels became contracted and
the blood driven out, and hence the bacilli are not destroyed and are
demonstrable.

Upon removal of tissues there would appear to be an active
liberation of bactericidal substances, and this more abundantly in
healthy tissues than in those the subjects of active infection. And
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this. bas 'to be taken into account. The mere smearing upon solid
media of the juice from healthy organs is bound to give ambiguous
results. Results only ,can be expected where the bactericidal sub-
stances are neutralized or so diluted (by the employment of abundant
fluid medium o'f culture) that they cease to be effective.

Taking-the necessary precautions Dr. W. W. Ford in our labora-
tory showed that of 34 apparently healthy animals (dogs, cats, rab-
bits and guinea pigs) furnishing ninety-three organs (in the main
livers and kidneys) and one hundred and twenty-two cultures, 8.d
per cent. of the organs afforded cultures; 65 per cent. of the animials
gave positive results in otre or more of their organs. That this was
not due to contamination during removal is indicated by the facts
that (1) each species of animal showed its own peculiar bacteriology,
and, (2), -each. individual animal showed its distinct bactériology;
certain'species of bacteria, that is, were peculiar to one particular
species of animal, but along with these each individual animal might
show some special form of microbe present both in livèr and kidiey,
and not present in other animals of the series.

It is interesting to note the evidence of arrest of growth through
the influence of bactericidal substances, shown by the fact thât, con-
trary to usual expetience with- cultures niade from the subjects of
disease, Dr. Ford's growths did not show themselves as a rule until
after three days, often indeed not until after a week or more. The
bacteria were dištinctly attenuated.

3. THE MODE- OF ENTRANCE OF MIC-RO B-ES*
THROUGH I-IEALTHY SURFACES. How do thzse bacteria,
then, gain entrance tlhough healthy surfaces? Here again we have
evidence thatcdannot be negatived. *We have, that is, to recognize the
activity of the leucocytes. All my .hearers, I take it, have in the
course of their routine bacteriological work'taken a swab from thé
bac1k of their throats, made a smear from the same, and s'taining it
have seen the constant presence, in this fluid bathing the pharyngeal
surface, of leucocytes containing a larger or smaller number of bac-
teria. If one makes,-a section: of the fresh human tonsil, similar -bac-
te-ia cortainiiig leucocyfes cai be made out in the outer :layers, or
otherwisè, of the leùcodytes whiéh :find their way out on to-:mucous
surfaces, and there act as séavengers, keeping thosê suraces clean,
while so'me are swallowedand others:break up-im situ; somé, at least,

*Ford, W. W. The Bacteriology of health organs. Trans, Asso.c, AMer,
Physicians,.Vol. 15, 1900. .389.
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make their way back between the surface cells and so into the tissues.
hie best demonstration of this re-entrance of leucocytes friom

the alimentary tract has been afforded by one to whom you have
already listened to to-day, by Professor Macallum. The lake lizard,
Necturus, found here in Lake -Ontario, lias the admirable capacity to

.undergo complete deprivation of solid food through the intestines for
long periods. It may be starved for many months and the experi-
menter may be sure that its gut is empty. Taking such starved lake
lizards Dr. Macallum fed them with albuminate of iron. You all
know Perls' test-the Prussian Blue test---4for the presence of loosely
combined iron in tissues. Making sections of the intestines and other
organs of the lizards, at successive intervals and using this test, Dr.
Macallun found, that the iron is taken from the gut into the system
through the agency of leucocytes. At the earliest period the granules
or iron were present only in the lumen of the intestine. Then leuco-
cytes, devoid of iron containing granules, were to be made out in
increasing numbers between the columnar cells of the mucosa, next
these leucocytes were seen in the lumen of the gut and. now they con-
tained iron-holding granules: later such iron-laden leucocytes were
present in abundance in the mucosa and villi of the intestine and
lastly,. similar iron-containing leucocytes were made out in sections of
the liver, kidney and other distant organs, being present in the capil-
laries.

Now what is true regarding one order of particles taken up by
these phagocytic leucocytes must obtain for other orders of particles
taken up by the samei form of cells. It is the leucocytes primarily
that transport bacteria, patnogenic and non-pathogenic, through the
mucous membranes of the organism.

We are gradually gaining a knowledge of the conditions that
favour this transport of bacteria.

(1). We find in the first place, as shown by Lemaire, Wrczosek
and others, that feed animals with a pure culture of a harmless organ-
ism like the M. prodigiosus and in four hours or so cultures are
obtainable from the liver, kidney and other distant organs. Given,
tbat is, the presence of huge numbers of a given species of bacteria
in the digestive tract, some are sure to be carried into the circulation.

(2). Alimentary leucoçytosis also favours the importation of
bacteria. This was shown years ago by the great French veterinarian
and bacteriologist, Nocard, who investigating why if blood serurn be
gained aseptically fron various animals to serve as culture media a
certain proportion of these serums beçome contaminated, discovered
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*hat with scarce an exception the sterile sera came from fasting ani-
mals, while the contaminated had been drawn fron animals a few
hours after the nain forenooi or midday meal: all. iad beei with-
,'Tawn with the same precaution: the afternoon specimens were not
c. ontaminated from without but from within: they were non-sterile.

(3). The presence of abundant fat in the food favours the im-
p-ortation. This was noted by Nocard and by Porchard and De-
Onubry and has been confirmed by Ravenel and other recent workers
upon the importatiQn of the tubercle bacillus. As shown years ago
,Y the great physiologist Heidenhain, part at least of the fats of the

food gain entrance into the lymph and blood through the agency of
le'ucocytes. Two possibilities suggest themselves: either the migrated
leucocytes actively engaged in taking up fatty globules ingest along
with them an increased number of bacteria, or, what seems to be
more probable, the presence of fat within the intestines sets up
chemiotactically an active emigration of leucocytes from the sub-
mucosa into-the lumen of the gut: there are more leucocytes in the
gut, and therefore these return into the tissues carrying their burdens
of ingested bacteria.

(4). Then again, active congestion of the mucosa, whether local
or general, undoubtedly favours a great determination of leucocytes
into the dilated capillaries and favours also their passage out. Along
these lines is to be explained the observations of Posner and Lewin
that the mere clamping 'of theanus or ligation of the rectum, without
ýetting up any gross. lesion of the mucosa, leads witliin eighteen or
tw enty-four hours to a. general bacteriæemia, the whole organism be-
com)Iing infected with intestinal bacteria. The irritation set up by
daturbed function must be recognized as producing the mucosal con-
gestion just noted.

The more, in short,. I work at this subiect the more is it im-
preq.sed upon me with what relative ease bacteria pass through the
in"wtinal walls-as also with wlat relative ease individual bacteria,
eri when definitely pathogenic, become destroyed, by the leucocytes
thb.. carry them, by the endothelium of the lymph and blood vessels
andl by other agencies. One swallow does not make the spring: one
inirmbe does not-cause infection. Either several must be brought to

one place producing in their growth or in the destruction. of certain
of then, sufficient toxins to neutralize the protective powers of the
immediately surrounding cells, or, as before mentioned,. the resistant
powers of the tissues here -r there mut have undergone a prelin-
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inary lowering before such bacteria can manage to proliferate and
become sufficiently numerous to set up infection.

Only recently my colleague, Dr. Archibald, in the course of a
long series of experinients upon the mode of preventiun of intestinal
adhesions has afforded an interesting example of this frec migration
of bacteria. Setting up the mildest grades of aseptic irritation of the
peritoneal cavity he lias found that notwithstanding all precautions
the niajority (66 per cent.) of the recerit fibrinous adiesions gave
cultures or gave microscopic indication of the presence of bacteria.

What does all this indicate? This, I think, that we must not
presume that every infection is necessarily preceded by scme rela-
tively gross surface lesion: what is termed cryptogenic infection may
well be much more common than is usually held to be the case. So
also,-though this must seem to be a dangerous doctrine to enun-
ciate,-that not all infective surgical complications are due to the
entrance of germs through the wound. The lesson to be learnt bere
is assuredly not that of carelessness in the treatment of. burgical
wounds, but increased care in the preliminary ' toilet,' s<alled, of
the surgical patient. If as these observations seen to indicate such
bacterial subinfection occurs most commonly through the walls of
the alimentary canal, then the nearest approacli to actual sterility of
the tissues is to be gained by placing the bowels in the most healthful
state, nay by a complete flushing out of the bowels prior to operation.
Empirically Ie surgeon has already learnt the wisdom of this course.

When I brought forward these considerations some years ago
in an address given in Chicago* I went on to consider the bearing
of these considerations upon the possible causation of certain chronic
conditions such as pernicious anomia and cirrhosis of the liver.
Time prevents that I should take up tiese matters now beyond say-
ing that I still adhere to the opinion that conditions of corLtinued low
congestion and inflammation of the gastric and intestinal musoca, by
favoring increased leucocytosis of these regions must bring about
increased entry of microbes, pathogenic and non-pathogenic, into the
system and must result in iricreased liberation into the blood and
lympli of the endotoxins and other products of' disintegration of tbese
microbes which cannot be without effect upon the system: vay must
eventually result in such exhaustion of the cells mainly devoted to
the destruction of these bacteria that eventually a terminal active in-

*Journal of the Am. Med. Assoc., Dec., 1899.
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fection may succeed these conditions of subinfection. From the
laboratory of the Royal Victoria 1-lospital a few years ago Dr. Maude
Abbott in discussing the etiology of that remarkable condition H--
ioiuromiatosis-a condition of diffuse pigmentation of the skin and
utier urgans found associated with hepatic cirrhosis-enunciated the
viiw that this was due to an increased destruction of the red blood
crpuscles associated with intestinal inflammation and subinfection
of the order here indicated. I have seen no reference to the recent
Co firmation of these views by Stokvis, Gibson of Edinburgh, Black-
ader of Montreal and otliers* who have newly described i condition
of Microbic cyanosis, which Gibson and Blackader have independ-
ently found to be due to the presence in the blood of intestinal bac-
teria-B. coli. Grown in the presence of red blood corpuscles the
culi bacillus shows itself actively hoemolytic: the cyanosis and ex-
treme discoloration of the tissues in these cases is clearly due to the
liberated hæmoglobin which under the action of nitrites in the blood
becumes converted into methæmo-globin. Microbic cyanosis in short
is to be regarded as an acute form of hæmochromatosis.

But before bringing my remarks to a conclusion I would call
yuIr attention to the more recent developments in connection with
this subject of the natural passage of bacteria into the tissues, and
thi, if only to demonstrate to you that we are dealing with a very
live topic.

You must know that years ago Baumgarten gave out the hypo-
thecis that tuberculosis in the adult is in general not a condition of
re vnt acquirement, but is due to the active proliferation of bacilli
wl'h may, indeed, have gained entrance into the tissues during
fotal life and for long years have lain latent in one or other tissue..
Tt rannot be said that this view gained many adherents, although
CoMing from so well-known a bacteriologist it has always obtained
re--pectful mention. Now some few years ago the yet more cele-
brat-d bacteriologist von Behring, the discoverer of the antitoxic
treatrnent of diphtheria, came forward with the view that tubercu-
lr'K. il; most commonly acquired through the intestinal tract, and
then in childhood, through drinking dhe milk of infected cows. He
based this view upon the observation that young.guinea pigs fed with
bacilli show these in the mesenteric glands and other tissues within

*Stokvis. Nederlandsch Tijdschr v. Geneesk. 1902, II, 678. Van den
Bergh, Deutsch. Arch. 'F. Klin. Med., 1905, p. 86. Gibson and Douglas Lan-
cet, Lond., 1906,. 11, 72.. Gibson Quart. JI. of Medicine, 1, 1907, 29. Black-
ader, New York Med. JI., 1907.
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a few hours, whereas in older irdividuals it is the exception not the
rule to find them. So lie like Baumgarten laid dowi that the bacilli
lie latent for years and then take an active growth.

You know, of course, low lively lias. been the contest regarding
the relative frequency of air borne and nilk borne infection in tuber-
culosis, and regarding the relationship and properties of human and
bovine tubercle bacilli. And knowing this you can understand how
von Behring's observations have been put to the test.

Suffice i to say that prior to Belring Ravenal of Plhiladelphia,
now of Madison, and others had denonstrated that in adult animais
(dogs, etc.) tubercle bacilli could be detected in the lymph of the
thoracic duct after appropriate feeding with the bacilli: that others
have abundantly demonstrated that tubercle and other bacilli can gain
entrance through the intact mucous membrane into the peritracheal
and other lymph nodules connected with the respiratory tract.: that
it has to be recognized that«all that is proved is, not that the bacilli
cannot and do not gain entrance in the adult. only that the entrance
in the very young is apt to be more abundant. What has more par-
ticularly stimulated these investigators is the relationship of primary
intestinal entrance of the bacilli to secondary active and selective
growth of the bacilli in the lungs. Years ago Koch pointed'out that
guinea pigs infected through the alinentary tract by feeding miglt
show no abdominal tuberculosis but primary pulmonary lesions. The
observations T would bring to your attention bear upon the paths of
this infection from the one area to the other. I do not think it is
an exaggeration to say that there have been some fifty recent re-
searches bearing upon this subject. At least a score of these have
been stimulated by Calmette, an adherent of von Behring's hypothe-
sis, who came out with a striking paper to the effect that anthracosis,
-the pigmentation of the interstitial substance of the lungs seen in
coal miners,-is not, as had hitherto been taught, due to direct in-
spiration of coal dust into the air sacs of the lungs, with carriage of
the particles of leucocytes from ilie air sacs into the lung tissue
proper, but is due to swallowing of the dust and carriage of the same
by leucocytes into the mesenteric lymphatics and so eventually by
leucocytes through the thoracic 'duct to the lungs as the organs of
selective deposit and possible eventual: discharge. So heterodox a
view immediately stirred up vorkers in laboratories throughout
France and Germany and while a few came out in Calmette's favour
a baker's ·dozen and more have obtained contrary results, All that
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mîîay be said P-) 1 proved Fo far is that if sufficient sepia or finely
ground carbon 1e given to rabbits by the mouth for a sufficient
kngth of time along with bland pappy food (so as not to ,.ause any
abrasion of the intestinal mucosa) tlien, eventually, the mesenteric

ands beconie absolutely black with the particles that have been con-
vcyert to them.

Gbservations witi bacteria have indeed shown results which
uen opposed to tie theory of leucocytic carriage from intestine to

lungs. Thus Uffenheimer* lias made the reniarkable observation,
which bas been confirmed by some others, that if pure cultures of
speccific and easily distinguishable bacteria be administered to rabbits
b. rectal enema, in four hours time cultures of tlie specific bacteria
aire ubtainable froni the mucous membrane and contents of the whole
length of the alimentary canal, from the osophagus, the mouth, and
t en from the trachea and lungs, whereas the liver, kidney and
tleeply placed organs are found sterile. He calls attention to the
need for extreme caution in laying down the course of the bacteria
frum one viscus to the other, tlhere being evidently reverse currents
wh1ich may be set up in the digestive tract, capable of carrying bac-
ttria upwards within the viscera Aomî the rectum and so eventually
down into the lungs. One would suggest that these reverse currents
account for the bad breath of the constipated! But here again we
find other observers giving the lie direct. For us the interesting part
i, that even Uffelheimer admits that in a certain proportion of his
aninals lie gained cultures of the specific bacteria from the mesen-
teric glands although they were absent fro mthe heart blood. He
a-lnits, that is, the importation of non-patho&enic bacteria througli
tlie intestinal nucosa.

I would suggest that von Behring's observations upon, the more
active importation of bacteria in the very young animal is to be found
flot so much in the more active importation (though possibly that
occurs) as in the lesser capacity of the leucocytes and endothelial
cells of the young individual to destroy bacteria rapidly. What I
would lay lown in conclusion is the lesson that throughout life we
are training ourselves to get the better of, and to destroy, bacteria.
Our leucocytes are in continual training. It is not only when there
is an abrasion and acute superficial infection that these cells gain
their first cgll to take up and destroy bacteria, but constantly day by

*Uffenheimer, Deutsch. Med. Wochenschr, 1906, p. 1851.
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day and hour by hour they nay encounter occasional stray microbes
within the system, and aided, let us note, by the opsonins normally
developed in the tissues, and by yet other ·agencies, they become
progressively more and more adapted to cope With microparasites of
different orders. You as future medical mien in your future imi-
munity froni various infectious diseases, despite constant exposure
to infection, will yourselves demonstrate this~ development of a pro-
gressive latent immunity, will demonstrate the training of your
leucocytes.

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE ON THE GLOBE.

Address by A. B. Macallum, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor
of Physiology, The University of Toronto.

M R. Dean Connell, Members of the Medical Faculty, and Gen-
tlemen: When I was invited to give an address to you at

this hour I first proposed to take a subject which would cover ques-
tions of medical- curriculum, but when I thought over what the
programme would entail, and what the occasion might suggest it
occurred to me that you might have a surfeit of such subjects, and,
in consequence, I thought it best to break avay from the usual course
and take a subject which would interest you, a subject which perhaps
is not often touched upon in your courses of lectures, but which is
all the same of intellectual, absorbing interest. That subject is the
Origin of Life on the Globe. I am conscious of its magnitude, and
in so expressing myself I make an apology for selecting it. Perhaps
my sense of fitness, or rather unfitness, may be indicated thereby, or
at least the knowledge that I feel so. But that is not the greatest
'difficulty I have. It is a difficulty I always feel in dealing with a
subject of this sort, so near to the sentiments and creeds of mankind.
When, therefore, I touch upon the subject I may say that in dealing
with it there is a part of it I do not wish to refer to. There is an
aspect of it which does not come within my ken this morning, and
in leaving something about it unsaid you will understand why I
do so.

The other part of the subject comes within our scientific juris-
diction, if I may so express it. That part -is subject to discussion
even in so public a place as the market-place. It is peculiarly the
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subject for thought, for speculation, in the sttdy and particularly in
an Academy of Learning.

Now the origin of life on the globe belongs to that class of sub-
jects wiiich will always interest mankind. There are others, for
cxample, the origin of the universe, the eternity of natter, the nature
of niatter itself, and the development of mankind, the histcry of
man froni his first appearance or from his first developmental stage
till to-day. These witlh the question of the Origin of Life will always
be choice subjects for intellectual review so long as mankind lias any
intellectual curiosity at all.

In every consideration of the question of the -origin of life we
must allow a certain doctrine to play its part. That is the theory
of the evolution of species. If we do not g-ant that we need go no
further. The vast majority of those who have given some attention
to this department of knowledge do not believe that species c ani-
mais and plants have had separate origins independently of each
other, that they have had each as their origins special creative acts,
but accept unreservedly the theory of evolutionî.

According to that theory every form of life at present on the
globe and every distinct form in the past, has been evolved from a
primary organism whiçh existed at the beginning or dawn of the
geological age, a forn of life which rmust have been extremely
simple, without even those peculiarities of structure that we find in
the simplest form that we can study under the microscope. It was
in all probability without a nucleus, very homuogeneous in stuctuie
and perhaps not large enough to permit us to see it with even the
highest powers of our best microscopes at our service. This form,
T say, appeared. on the glôbe at a certain time and the question is:
how did it originate?

In answer thereto have been advanced three different hypo-
theses. The first- of these which I shall take is that which postulates
that it was the result of creative intelligence, the intelligence 'residing
in or behind or above matter. When we accept the doctrine of evo-
lution yet hesitate at the point of the origin of lifé and say that it
shall not apply there, we take a position which we cannot intellectu-
ally defend. Why should we believe that natural laws could evolve
species and deny that they could not so result as to originate life? Is
it intellectually necessary for us to take that position?

Then there is:the so-called Panspermic Theory, the second hypo-
thesis concerning the origin of life. This was first·advanced by Lord
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Kelvin, in 1871, and-according to it all forms of life on the earth
owe their origin to an organisi wiich was carried by meteorites
through interstellar space to the earth. The organism meeting favor-
able conditions began its career and froin it were evolved all the
forms of life which have appeared or arc appearing on the globe.

This theory was advanced again in 1903 but in a modified fori
by the Swedish chemist, Arrienius. More recently lie lias published
further observations upon the subject and in these lie claims that the
modified theory is an intellectually acceptable explanation of the
origin of life upon the globe. He points out that the difficulties
which beset the Kelvin theory cannot be urged against his and that
the conditions which an organism would undergo in interstellar space
would neutralize that action of liglt whicli is capable at ordinary
temperature and full exposure to the sun's rays, of sterilizing micro-
organisms. Further low temperature and a partial desiccation of the
organisi would favor its continuance as a living form with, of
course, suspended powers and properties.

The difficulty that one encounters liere is that it would take mil-
lions of years for such an organisi to reach the earth, but Arrhenius
points out that a recently discovered property of light, nanely the
pressure it exercises on ail objects in the direction of its course,
dininshes that tirne to an enormous extent. To illustrate this
property fully, one would have to arrange an elaborate experiment
and of a radier complicted character, but I may explain how this
pressure acts by referring to a phenomenon which for a time puzzled
astronomers. Wlen a cornet approached the sun the tail was always
in the rear; in sweeping about the sun it was found on the far side,
that is, on the side remote from the sun, but when the cornet com-
pleted the course about the sun the tail was in advance. The tail is
known to be largely gaseous, or composed of minute particles which
collide with one another and the heat arising from sucli collisions
produces gases which glow with their own liglht. On these particles
and on the gases arising from them the light from the sun exercises
a driving force and that is why the tail of the cornet is directed away
from the sun. Arrhenius points out that a microscopic organism
which would be carried into interstellar space wouId experience the
same pressure of light and that this pressure would hasten its course
in the direction of the path of the light. It would not be the pressure
of the light of the sun necessarily, but often the pressure of the light
of a fixed star.
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The difficulty, hovever, in the way of accepting this theory, is
tiat the distances to be traversed are enormous. We are apt to think
that the fixed stars arc conparatively near, but maiy of then are at
incalculable distances. The nearest one is that whichx is known as
Centauri. Its parallax is the largest of all the fixed stars, and its
distance has been estinated as that of 25,000,000,000 miles. That
distance is about 4,500 timxes the nicasure of the radius of our stellar
system, that is, supposing we consider the rolius of tlie orbit of
Neptune, the outernost planet of our system, as one mile, the star
known as Centauri would be 4,500 miles away. You can under.
stand from this the difficulty that organisms would experience in
reaching the earth and the extraordinary amount of tinie it would
take to do so. The risks of failure to reproduce, to which such an
o'rganisn would be exposcd, would aIso be enormous; and in accept-
ing the theory we would have to believe that incalculable nunbers of
such organisns were traversing interstellar space, and some of them
capable of life happened to penîetrate the atmosplhere of our globe
at the right moment.

In accepting any theory we must first find out whether it satis-
fied our intelligence, but one would have to have, to a certain extent,
the faculty for the marvellous to beconie a partizan of this doctrine.
There is a furthxer difficulty, it does not finally eplain the origin at
all. It is only placing the origin of life further back, back to an
carlier time and to sone other stellar system the inhabitants of which
would have to face the question, " What is the origin of life?" as we
are facing it. Tlierefore the Panspermic theory is not an explanation
at all.

The third theory is vhat is known as abiogenesis or the theory
of the spontaneous origin of life. This is as old as Aristotle for it
was lie who first defended it. I am not aivare that he proposed it
first. It was one of those ideas which were floating in the minds of
the Greek Philosopliers of that wonderful period, the fifth and fourth
centuries B.C. The Latin Poet-Philosopher, Lucretius, accepted it
and since his day there have been not wanting many who have also
been its advocates. An exponent of this view is Bastian, who has
devoted many years and rnuch energy to the defence of it, and who
claims that lie has been able to develop bacteria de novo, in pieces of
animal tissue and in infusions which living bacteria had not been
allowed to penetrate.
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axis of the tube of the microscope. If there are uhramicroscopic
particles ii the drop these scatter the liglt which falls on theni and
thus divergent rays arise wliich penetrate the tube and reach the eye.
In consequence every particle appears as a minute, flashing, vibrating
point of light placcd on a dark back grouid.

When we take living natter and disintegrate it nchanically we
fiiid that it is composcd of ultranicroscopic particles. These in living
matter arc alive and living matter is forned of a collection of thein
in which the particles arc interdepcident and consequently incapable
of separate existence, but there are particles no larger than these
ultramicroscopic structures which are alive and lead each an inde-
pendent existence. Such are the organisns causing yellow fever, the
mosaic disease of tobncco, the foot and moutli diseases and some
forms of chicken clolcra. Sucli ultramicroscopic organisis differ
from bactcria tlat we can demonstrate with the ordinary powers of
the microscope only in tleir size.

Livin'g matter may then be of ultramîicroscopic size and if we
could account for the origin of organisns of such a magnitude we
would explain the origin of life.

Such organisis, as wcll s protoplasn itself, consist of sub-
stances called proteins and these constitute the physical basis of life.
Now proteins are chemical compounds of suci extraordinary com-
plexity of constitution as to have defied the efforts of chemists for a
long time to determine it. Within the last ten years very considerable
progress has been made in elucidating tleir cliemical structure and in
this Kossel and his ppuils have donc great service. Kossel studied
the decomposition procluets of proteins and found that they consist
in large part of wlat are called amino compounds of fatty acids. A
fatty acid is one of the series to which acetic acid belongs and the
series includes such menbers as stearic, oleic and palmitici acids
whiclh go to constitute, with glycerine, the principal fats of the body.
When in any of these fatty acids, one of the hydrogen atoms is re-
placed by the amino group NH2, we say that it is animated and that
it is an amino acid. Such a compound is both a weak acid and a weak
base, that is, each is capable of uniting with a base to form a salt and
likewise with an acid to form a salt. 43ecause of their acid and basic
characters the amino acids are capable of uniting with one another to
form salts.

There is, however, another way in which the anino acids com-
bine. If one amino acid is cllorinated, that is, withi the atom group
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HO in the acid replaced by the chlorine aton Cl, this compound can
unite with the unchanged, unaltered compound in'this way.

CH 2 NH 2 CO Cl + NHW CH2 COOH =
Amino acetylchloride + amino acetic acid =

CH 2 NH2 CONHCH 2 COOH + H Cl
glycyl-glycin + hydrochloric acid.

This glycyl-glycin can in its turn be chlorinated and made to
unite in the same way with amino-acetic acid:

CH2 NH 2CONHCHCOC1 + NH 2 CH 2 COOH=
glycyl-glycin + glycin=

CH NH 2 CONHCONHCH- COOH + H Cl
diglycylglycin + hydrochloric acid.

This method of synthesis has been emnployed to a very large ex-
tent by thé Gernian chemist, Emil Fischer, and the bodies which
result he calls peptides, because they give the same reactions as do
peptones. Further, peptones when they are decomposed give amino
acids. Fischer has succeeded in building up-peptides which contain
as many as eighteen amino acid groups. The size of such a synthe-
sized peptide may be judged from the fact that in the last equation
given above the synthesized product contains only three atom groups
or construction blocks as one would term them after the German fash
(Bausteine). Such a huge molecule as that consisting of eighteen
groups is very nearly related to the peptones and it, as well as the
other peptides which Fisclier lias produced,. suggests that at lastthe
chemist has found the method by which he will ultimately succeed in
synthesizing. proteins.

What has this to do with the origin of life? Much, indeed, as
we shall .presently see.

In the early history of the globe the temperature was high and
in consequence many of the constituents-of the present rock crust as
well as all the water .of its oceans were in the atmosphere as gases

..and vapours. Amongst these vw ere carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
chlorine, nitrogen,. and various hydrocarbons, ail mingled with water
vapor and oxygen. The pressure of such an atmosphere rust have
been enormous; When. ,he temperature fell to a certain extent many
of the mineral constituents were removed from the atmosphere and
thelowering, of the temp.erature proceeded till a .great part .of the
water vapor condensed also, but the atmosphere still held a large
quantity when the temperature was between 80°C ·and 120°C. At
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this stage any condensations must have resulted in enormous elec-
trical discharges which, coursing through air containing nitrogen,
chlorine, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons, must
have resulted in the synthesis, countless missions of times, of amino
acids of all kinds and their union together not only as peptide-like
compounds but also as proteins. In fact, the surface of the earth
during this period must have been a vast laboratory in which the
production of such compounds may have taken place on a vast scale.
The presence of hydrocarbotis such as those in petroleum we can
safely postulate, for they are found associated with meteorites, and
as it is not improbable that the petroleuin compounds of our oil welis
and perhaps especially those of Baku, on the Caspian, are due -to the
action of ivater on hot metallic carbides at considerable depths below
the surface, we may infer that similar carbides immediately under or
on the hot rock-crust's surface, when acted on. by condensed water,
would give hydrocarbons 'which at the temperature prevailing would
volati!,Le.

The formation of the amino compounds at such a stage in the
earth's history must have gone on for a very long period, perhaps
for a million years, and during that period proteins must have been
formed, though of a simple characte-, myriads of times, and as
ultramicroscopic particles in the surface waters of the globe, before
particles of the right composition and complexity were produced
which would be capable of life in its:simple form. Once so endowed,
however, and with the power of reproducing itself in the environment
in which it found itself, it began its career as a living form out -of
which slowly and imperceptibly other forms must have arisen and
eventually all the forms of life which our planet has borne.

How far such living ultramicroscopic organisms differed from:
other non-living ultramicroscopic particles produced in the same
period of the earth's history it is not as yet possible to say, but as
-uch particles must have been formed countless millions of times it is
likely that every variation in the range of their composition was pro-
'luced and that the composition of the particle which of ail finallv had
the cast of life differed perhaps by only the finest line's breadth fròm.
,ome of the non-living particles. The production, however,. of such
Tiving ultramicroscopic particles out of non-living matter, a. Huxley,
had he been present:as a spectator, would not have seen and he would

Ie to wait perhaps millions of years before such ultramicroscopic
organisms developed into forins which could have been seen with, the
microscope.
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These ultramicroscopic forms cannot be produced under the con-
ditions which obtain to-day on this planet. These conditions as Hux-
ley has well said " this planet can no more reproduce than a man can
recall his infancy."

Those very conditions every planet in every stellar system in the
universe at some time in its history illustrates, and the final product
of such conditions would be living forms, simple at first, but ulti-
mately, as here on earth, complicated and highly differentiated.

Whether the Universe is endless as soine postulate cannot be
decided. From the studies of star drif t the conclusion has been
recently drawn that there are two separate Universes streaming in
opposite directions. There may be others, perbaps an endless series
of them, but at such distances from ours that their light is extin-
guished in the ether before it reaches us and of course the faintly
luminous haze of far distant space may be derived from such a
course.

If we leave the possible Universes beyond the range of tele-
scopic vision out of consideration we have still 100,000,000 suns like
our own, each with its own planets. These have gone, are going or
are to go through the same stages of de.velopment that the earth bas
undergone and in the repètition of that history in each case living
forms have been or are to be produced. Life, therefore, must pro-
ceed in an endless procession throughout the Universe!

THE TREATMENT OF HAEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING
TONSILLECTOMY.

T O the medical man, be lie throat specialist, physician or surgeon
or country practitioner, who must of necessity be both, who

attempts the operation of reinoving the faucial tonsils, nothing is
more essefitial than a thorough knowledge of how to control the
bleeding that may result from or be coincident with this operation.

As a general ruie to be observed, no cas- should be operated
on outside of a hospital, unless the patient is within immediate
reach of competent medical assistance. Fortunately, or perhaps it
would be as correct to say unfortunately, only a comparatively small
percentage of cases bleed, and as a cohsequence " fools rush in
where angels fear to t-ead " and the lives of patients are frequently
put in jeopardy by the non-observance of this rule.
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In the throat departnent of the Manhattan Eye, Ear and
Throat 1-lospital of New York, where the number of Adenoid and
Tonsil cases operated on in a year runs anywhere from 1,400· to
1,800, the number of cases with severe hemorrhage following is
only about two per cent. Of these the majority are adults, women
oftener than men, and the Jewish nationality predominating.

In the routine procedure followed in this 'hospital all patients
are operated on under general -anæsthesia of nitrous oxide gas with
ether sequence, except in case of children under four years, when
ether alone is used. Immediately following the operation and while
the patient is still on the operàting table, lie is turned on his side,
face down and over the side of the table, and towels soaked in ice
water are applied to the face and neck as a mneans of stopping the
bleeding and restoring the patient to consciousness. *The ice water
acts as a hoemostatic agent through the sudden shock which its appli-
cation produces and in most cases it seems to have a markedly
beneficial effect.

When the bleeding persists after two or three minutes of ice
water or ice itself rubbed over the face and neck, peroxide of hydro-
gen is injected into the pharynx and generally produces the desired
effect. Failing this a small gauze sponge on a long holder is dipped
in adrenalin solùtion 1-1000, or tannic-gallic acid paste (tannic acid
3 parts, gallic acid 1 part), and. applied directly to the bleeding
surface, the sponge being held there with moderate pressure for two
or three minutes. In most cases this will be all that is required, but
occasionally further measures are imperative. If the patient is still
on the operating table and is very restless and combative it may be
advisable to give him a little more anSsthetic, sufficient to allow the
operator to carefully examine the faucial pillars,. etc., for bleeding
points; The patient must be turned on his side, face dovn, during
the further administration of ether in such cases. In many of these
cases it will be found that the blëeding is coming from some one or
two sriall vessels on one -or other of the pillars, that have been in-
jured during the operation, and by catching the blëeding points in
artery clamps the hemorrhage is completêly controlled'. If the
hæmostats are left on for one or two hôurs no further bleeding
should occur.

Where the bleeding is fron no one spot but is a general oôzing
froni the whole tonsillar bed; put, the patient in bëd lying face down
or on his right side, so that the blood and saliva will run out of the
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mouth or into the pouch of the cheek; take a small gauze sponge on
a long handled holder, dip in tannic-gallic acid paste, apply this di-
rectly into the tonsillar fossa and hold there with some pressure for
ten to twenty minutes; counter pressure may be made with the head
placed externally on the side of the neck, but is not essential. In
the ineantime a hypodermic of morphine or codeine should be given
to control the patient. In young children paregoric is preferable,
given by the mouth.

The presence of this pressure plug in the throat is surprisingly
well borne by most patients; even young children can readily be
persuaded to tolerate it and remain perfectly qliet if the head is so
placed that the mucous and saliva, which is secreted rather freely
owing to the manipulations, drains away froi the pharynx and out
through the mouth.

Should bleeding still persist on removing the pressure sponge it
may either be reapplied for another 15 or 20 minutes, or the oozing
surface may be mopped dry and immediately pointed with silver
nitrate solution, 480 grains to the ounce, applied on a small cotton
applicator. Pure glacial acetic acid may be similarly used, care being
taken not to have any excess of the silver or acid on the cottoj and
to apply it to the raw bleeding surface only. The tincture of the
chloride of iron and the liquor ferri perchlor fortis have been used
in this connection, but while either is good in some cases it has not
half the styptic property of silver nitrate in stick form or strong
solution and is open to the objection of being considerably dirtier to
use. Failing to get a result with chenical styptics the actual cautery
may be tried. It is much preferable where possible to use only the
electric cautery as it can be used with so much more safety to' the
patient from. the danger of burning other parts and there is very
much less mental shock and aversion to treatment, the patient never
seeing the glowing point of the cautery.

Failing to stop the bleeding with styptics or cautery the tônsil
clamp should be applied. This is an instrument devised for the pur-
pose of making direct pressure on the tonsil bed inside the mouth
and counter pressure on the neck outside. Several patterns are in use,
that known as the Miculicz-Stœrks being probably the simplest and
best. In applying this instrument it is customary to cover the mouth
end with a small sterile gauze pàd securely tied on and a larger soft
gauze or wool pad should be fastened under the external end. It is
an added advantage to cover the inner pad with tannic-gallic acid
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paste. The amount of pressure applied should never be very great
but only just sufficient to control the oozing, as any degree of pres-
sure long continued becomes very painful to the patient and if the
circulation is conipletely stopped for any considerable length of. time
sloughing is apt to occur. As regards the length of time to leave on,
it is advisable not. to leave a clamp on a young -child longer than
froni one to two liours and in adults four to five should be the maxi-
mnium time for continuous application. I have seen two cases where
the clamp was left on an adult for froni eight to twelve hours
without any ill effect resulting; but on the other hand I know of one
case where the whole mass of tissue compressed sloughed; and in
anothei case that of a child four years of age, that came under my
care during the past summer, althougli the clamp was only on for
about three liours, the patient developed a partial facial paralysis
which lasted for weeks and for days she suffered considerably from
a liard indurated swelling at the site of application and the tissues
for several days looked as if they might slough. In this case the
patient lost so much blood that intra-venous infusion of normal
saline solution was necessary.

Another nost excellent procedui e is that of sewinig the tonsillât
pillars together, with a compression pad of gauze or Bernay's sponge
between. If the hemorrhage is from the naso-pharynx a posterior
plug of proper size should control it completely. This should not
be left in longer than thirty-six hours at most. Usually much less
will suffice.

A still further method advised by sonie is that of putting two
stout rubber catheters for breathing purposes through the nose or
mouth and reaching into the pharynx about one-quarter of an inch
past the epiglottis and there plugging up the whole pharynx with
gauze.

Where the patient is known to be a " blëeder " or to come of a
ramily of bleeders and the indications for tonsillectomy are impera-
tive, it is most advisable to put him on tonic treatment wah plenty

f fresh air and sunlight for some time previous to operation. In
,lditioin, liberal doses of the salts of Calcium should be given during
the three.or four days inmediately preceding operation, for the pur-
pose of increasing the coaguability of the blood. Of these, probably
the best is the Calcium Lactate given, in 10 to 20 grain doses. A
small glass of milk should be given first and fifteen or twenty
minutes later the Calcium Lactate may be given well diluted in
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water. Calcium Sulphate is also very comnonly used in tiese cases,
and should be administered along similar lines, as it is very irritating
to mucous membranes. It niay also be given in the form of capsules.

If the patient is an adult and not of a highly nervous tempera-
ment removal of the tonsils can best be accomplished under local
iioesthesia by nieans of the cold wire snare, the patient sitting in the

upriglit position. It is found that bleeding following the snaring
operation is ahvays mucli less than where the ordinary Mackenzie or
Mathieu guillotine is used.

If bleeding does occur in spite of your prophylaxis, any or all
the milder methods of treatment may be tried, but if the more radical
procedure of tying the faucial pillars together requires sonie little
skill in technique, a knowledge of how to proceed and a considerable
amount of patience. Special needles have been devised for this par-
ticular operation, the best known being perhaps the Douglas tonsil
needle. This is nothing more than a iodified aneurism or hernia
needle, the handle being longer and S shaped and the curve of the
needle itself having a diameter of about two inches. -lowe,,er, an
orditary full curved Hagedorn or a " cervix " needle on the end of
a long holder will answer the purpose just as well as any other. The
suture material should be about number ten black silk and not less
than twenty-four inches in length. A pad or compress about one
inch to an inch and a half long and half an inch thick, made f rom
Bernay's sponge wrapped vith plain gauze, should be placed betveen
the pillars in the space fornierly occupied by the tonsil and the pil-
lars drawn together over this. The object of this pad is of course
to produce direct pressure on the bleeding surface and in order to
insure its remaining in place one at least of the sutures must pass
through it. As this would obviously be a most difficult procedure
with the pad in situ, it is best perforrned thust. A long silk suture is
passed first through the posterior pillar, then brouglt out of the
mouth, passed through the pad, then back in the mouth and througlh
the anterior pillar and out again, the pad being left outside'the mouth
all the time. The renaining sutures are now passed from back to
front, the ends being left untied and hanging outside the mouth
When all the sutures- deemed necessary .have been inserted, the -pad
is lowered into place on the end of a long hemostat or sponge holder
and the sutures tied over it. When properly carried out as detailed
above the procedure is easily accomplished and should côntrol all
tonsillar hemorrhage. The pad and sutures should lae left in place
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-'ron twenty-four to thirty-six hours, by the end of which time all
lie snall capillary mîouths will have becone occluded with clot and
fhe bleeding controlled. To Icave it in longer than this woDuld subject
the patient to considerable risk froma. sloughing of the, compressed
issues and still more to the dangers of infection, as the pad by this

tiime will have becone very foul and fætid.
During all this tine the patient should be kept at rest in bed and

-.ufficicntly under the influence of codeine or'morphine to ensure per-
feet quictude. The roorn should be darkened, no visitors, no talking
and only liquid food allowed. Ice to suck will be both gratifying to
the patient and is a valuable additional hemostatic agent. If swal-
bi)wing is in any way difficuit or painful the patient should be fed per
rectum. An ice bag applied to the neck will have a quieting mental
effect though its actual therapeutic value is doubtful. Should the
bleeding still persist after tying the pillars as above, or subsequent to
ïcrnoval of the pad, further compression may be applied by means of
the tonsil clamp or it may be deemed more advisable to at on e pro-
ceed to tying off of the external carotid artery. Where all other
means have failed and the patient lias lost a great deal of blood, the
surgeon should not hesitate to ligate the external carotid, which
should be donc just above the bifurcation of the common carotid
trunk. The tonsils are supplied with blood from a compaxatively
large number of arterial sources, i.e., the tonsillar branch of the
facial; the pharyngeal branch of the ascending pharyngealt; the dor-
alis lingual of the lingual, and a small twig from the infç,rior dental

branch of the internal maxillary. As all of these corme from the
external carotid, tying the latter below the lowest of the branches
iplicated, i.e. the lingual, will necessarily control. the hemorrhage.

That the number of cases requiring ligature of the carotid :is
nall goes without saying, but that such procedure is justifiable -ýnd
Vei imperative in some cases is most strikingly shown by a case that

rame under my care about two months ago. The patient was a
yolung married woman, twenty-six years of age, apparently in per-
f.ct general health, a Hungarian by birth but had lived most of her
'ife in New York city. She was operated on by a well-known New
York throat specialist in his office, both tonsils being removed under
mcaine anesthesia. Failing to stop the bleeding after persistent

e'Torts in his office, the surgeon sent her at once to the Manhattan
LVe, Ear and Throat hospital for treatment. Examination showed a
slow general oozing from the tonsil bed of the right side, with littie
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or no tendency to clotting on the part of the blood. The left side
was covered by a thick clot and was not bleeding. Tannic-gallc acid
indture was applied persistently with no effect; direct pressure witi
a gauze pad on the end of a sponge holder was tried for several
hours with only tenporary effect, then 480 grain silver nitrate solu-
tion was painted over the surface and this stopped it for about tvelve
hours, when the oozing coninienced again. This tiie, however, it
vas found to be comning rom the opposite side; no further bleeding

occurred from the riglit side. Pure acetic acid, five per cent. chlioro-
form spray, Tr. Ferri Mur., silver nitrate in stick form and the actual
cautery, each representing the recomendations of as many different
consultants, vere all tried in turn, in addition to the tonsil claimp and
pressure pad. After from two to three hours' efforts the bleeding
was stopped again and remnained so for twenty-four hours when it
again recurred. Iv two to three hours efforts along similar lines
were again necessary to get the bleeding stopped and for eight days
these recurrences of the bleeding occurred with intervals of twenty-
four to thirty-six hours between the outbreaks, which occurred
mostly in the small hours of the niorning between midnight and
dawn. On the eigith day the tonsil pillars were sewn together, five
sutures of black silk being inserted. This controlled the henorrhage
completely for about thirty-six hours when the blood again began
to ooze out from between the sutures. Styptics locally and ice to
suck and morphine hypodermically all were tried without effect. The
patient's condition from the excessive aggregate loss of blood, the
continued loss of sleep'and increasing mental anxiety was beconing
decidedly alarrning and as a last resource it was decided that the
external carotid artery should be ligated. The -patient was put-under
chloroform anoesthesia and the operation performed without inci-
dent. The hemorrhage was completely controlled and did not recur.
The patient was kept under observation in hospital for one week, by,
which time the external wound in the neck had completely healed and
.the patient's strength sufficiently restored to ailow of her removal
home.

G. F. DALTON,
210 East 64th St.,

New York,



BOOK REVIEWS.

"Diseases of the Nervous System," by Archibald Church, M.D.,
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases, and Medical Juris-
prudence, Northwestern University, Chicago. D. Appleton & Co.

This is an authorized translation from "Die Deutche Klinik,"
edited by J. L. Salinger, M.D., the contribution of noted German
neurologists.

The-book seems to us to be a very complete presentation of the
Subject, and its arrangement will commend itself to those who desire
a text-book on the nervous system; and to the specialist it should
be a desirable addition to the library as a work of reference.

The abundance of diagranis and plates will be especially pleas-
ig to teachers as aids in presenting a difficult subject.

The conception of nervous diseases as based cà the neuron
theory is adliered to, though the Fibrillar theory is explained in con-
nection with the neuron theory.

The section on " General Neurological Diagnosis » is very
complete, while that by Fuiicke on "Lumbar Puncture" is of
especial interest, now that examinations of the cerebro-spirial fluid
in certain mental conditions are of such value as a means of diag-
nosis.

The method, in dealing with the nervous diseases, of giving a
comTplete history of a case before proceeding to a general analysis
of the disease is to be commended. The histories are so excellent
as to give the student a mental picture of the patient, and the
patient's condition, especially valiable upon turning to a genieral
consideration of the disease.

W. G.
* * *

A Text-Book of Minor Surgery, by E. M. Foote, A.M., M.D.,
formerly Chief in Surgery at the Vanderbilt Clinic, New York, and
published by Appleton and Company, New York and London.

This is a book of some seven hundred and fifty pages and is
illustrated by four hundred and seven engravings from original
drawings and photographs.

Minor surgery, whether in text-books or in systems of surgery,
is generally confiied to one or .at the most 'two chapters, and as a
rule deals only with such subjects as bandaging, bloodletting, counter-
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irritants, transfusion, cathetcrization and electricity. The author of
this book, however, takes a nuicli broader vicw of the idea of iminor
surgery as evidenced not only by the numiber of subjects considercd
in the work, but also b) the breadth of scope and the practical appli-
cation of reniedial measures to surgical disease. He evidently con-
siders minor surgery as synonyrious with practical surgery for the
busy practitioner. As lie very aptly remarks in the preface: " It has
been my purpose to apply to the less serious every-day problenms of
surgical practice the new knovledge whiclh the discoveries of the last
twenîty-five years have revealed. . . . And yet this neglected
field of miinor surgery is the only one into wihch the average prac-
titioner will ever enter and is also the one in vhichl most surgeons
will find the majority of their patients."

The arrangement of the sections is such that one can readily
refer to any particular disease of any special part of the body, while
the photographs of the clinical cases, the treatment of the ordinary
surgical diseases, and the methods of perforning the ordinary iinor
operations are so clearly described that the whole makes a valuable
contribution to the needs of the class the book is designed to reach,
viz., the general practitioner; and after a care-ful study of the work
we have no liesitation in saying. that we are confident it will be of
great service to the profession at large, and would strongly urge the
young practitioner to become familiar with it since it contains so
mucli practical information on subjects which he will meet with
almost daily-inforniation difficult to obtain in the ordinary text-
books on surgery.

D. E. M.

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT US.

Queen's Medical Quarterly for October, published by the Medi-
cal Faculty of Queen's University, Kingston, deserves notice. It
gives an admirable account of the work which is being done in
Kingston with much matter of historical interest. It appears that
the medical school had its origin in the fact that certain students of
medicine, who had spent three sessions pursuing their studies in a
city west of Kingston, were unable to obtain a degree in medicine
unless.they subscribed to certain religious tests which were obnoxious
to them. This city " west of Kingston" is presunably Toronto,
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though wc never befure heard that great city assigned a geographical
situation according to its relation to Kingston. So far as we know
Toronto does not now exact religious tests, and Queen's Medical
School iust find another reason for existence than that which lies
in theological protest. We agrce unreservedly that the student "mnust
study at the bedside of the sick," and that opportunity nust be diffi-
cult of access in a city of 17,000 inhabitants.-Montreal Medical
Journal, Noveiber, 1907.

* * *

The Montreal Medical Journal, October, 1907, in an article on
"lHalifax Medical College,"-says:

" The only hope for the smialler medical schools is that McGill
has raised its requirenents to five years, and Toronto will follow
next session. No one contends that this is too much, but there are
always students who will be content with the second best. These
will seek the snaller schools and give to them a renewed though
tenporary lease of life. -lalifax may take courage from wlat lias
happened in Kingston where, in a city of 17,000 inhabitants, with
corresponOtng hospital facilities, there are registered this year 230
iedical students.'

* * *

The Montreal Medical Journal lias of late been saying some
pretty plain things about some of the medical colltges of this coun-
try. It had sone rather liard comments to pass upon the medical
college in Halifax. Now we have always thought that this college
vas doing good work, and we are still of this opinion. The students

receive very good didactic teaching, and the clinical facilities are all
that could be desired. Socrates tauglt a class of one and that class
was Plato. The usefulness of a medical college is not to be measured
by its buildings, the number of its teachers, the size of the classes,
but by the quality of its teaching, both theoretical and practical.
Some of the great medical schools are not found in the largest cities.

Coming to Queen's Medical College, in Kingston, in the Novem-
ber issue we read: "Queen's Medical School must find another
reason for existence than that Which lies in theological protest. We
agree unreservedly that the student 'must study at the bedside of the
sick' and that opportunity must be difficult of access in a city of
17,000 inhabitants." A glance at the Government returns of the
hospitals in Ontario shows that in the Kingston General and the
iotel Dieu there was a daily average of 140 patients liit year. This
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is ample for clinical þurposes, so that it niatters littile whether King-
ston contains 17,000 or 34,000, provided there is enough clinical
material for bedside teaching. But records speak well for the work
cone in Kingston. The students from this college acquit themselves
well wlen placed side by side with those fron other colleges. It is
quite wrong rven to suggest that " Queen's Medical School nust find
another reason for existence tlian that which lies in theological pro-
test." Queen's Medical College is a medical college pure and simple,
and exacts no other test than that of a thorough knowledge of the
subjects in the iedical curriculum.

Alo in the sane issue of our contemporary we are told it would
be folly for McMaster University to establish a medical college in
opposition to the one now in existence. "If McMauter University
can equip and train better physicians. than the strong, well-equipped
University of Toronto, there is reasonableness in their idea. We
knomw they cannot, because the University of Toronto has a strong
itid on the clinical facilities of the city." This is, again, an expres-
sion of opinion from one who, may not be familiar with all the facts.
It is truc that the University of Toronto lias a strong and capable
staff of teachers, and lias mucli clinical naterial at its control, and
gives a thorough course, both theoretical and practical. But, while
all this is truc, it would be possible to arrange for a second teaching
staff of able physicians and surgeons, and competent incumbents of
the scientific subjects. As for clinical material, there are three avail-
able hospitals in Toronto with a total bed accommodation of at least
325, and under the control of thoroughly trained physicians, sur-
geons, specialists, and clinicians. McMaster University lias now
over 200 students in the general Arts course. .

The medical colleges in London and Winnipeg have been doing
good work for many years. While we have nothing but words of
praise for the splendid work that is donc in the medical departinents
of the Universities of Toronto, McGill and Laval, we cannot stand
by and sec any asperse criticism offered upon the teaching in Halifax,
Kingston, or other Universities, without raising a voice of protest.-
Canada Lancet, January, 1908.
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